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The cumulative installed capacity of solar PV in Australia is around 145 MW 
peak.
Abstract  
1 As at July 2009, around 41,000 homes across Australia have solar PV 
installed.
2  The overall penetration of  solar PV  increased rapidly (by almost 
60%) from 2002 to 2008.
3
1.1  Part I: Industry structure – ‘Five Forces’ that shape the industry 
  
 
This dissertation examines the market forces, emerging industry structure and 
future prospects for value creation and competitive advantage for solar power 
photovoltaic (PV) businesses in Victoria. The dissertation has four main parts: 
 
 
  Commerciality: Key socioeconomic, political, and technical factors that 
have shaped the industry to date; and  
  Potential future directions / scenarios for the industry.  
 
1.2  Part II: Competing technology platforms 
 
  Dynamics of Innovation: ‘Dominant design’ approach to understand which 
solar PV technology platforms are likely to succeed in the long run. 
  Key success factors, relative efficiencies and cost trade-off. 
  Likely impacts and strategic implications for local players. 
                                                 
1 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems 
Installed by State, Website database accessed throughout December 2009. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/renewable/pv/ 
2 Clean Energy Council Renewable Energy Website, viewed 12 January 2010. 
http://cleanenergyaustraliareport.com.au/technologies/solar/ and Database: 
http://cleanenergyaustraliareport.com.au/industry-snapshot/section-2-2/ 
3 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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1.3  Part III: Industry value 
 
The solar PV sector comprises a diverse range of sub-segments, ranging from 
solar PV equipment manufacturing, energy efficiency services to local installers; 
sustainability/governance advisors and consultancies. This section examines: 
  How much economic value is truly indigenous, versus that proportion which 
is simply repatriated overseas via import payments?  
  What is Australia’s claim to the current and future value of the solar PV 
industry? Industry value mapping will be a key output of this section.  
 
1.4  Part IV. Synthesis - Prospects for a sustainable solar PV sector in 
Victoria 
 
  Postulates a likely development pathway for the solar PV industry to 2020.  
  Identify key market forces that encourage or stymie industry development.  
  Distil patterns in the emerging structure that establish the ‘playing field’. 
  Estimate the value (revenue) potential of the sector and its constituent parts. 
  Evaluates industry segments where local enterprises could have a sustainable 
competitive advantage -  design, manufacturing, installation, technical 
services, consultancy, education, etc.  
 
1.5  Potential contributions 
 
The  solar PV  industry in Victoria will evolve on the basis of a number of 
factors, including technology breakthroughs, applicable policy framework, 
international treaties, ‘dominant design’ development, economic and a host of Kenneth Kong     
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competitive forces. The industry could be on the threshold of a long boom, or a 
sudden collapse given the capricious nature of political and economic forces.  
 
Parties interested in the dissertation’s outcomes potentially include: 
  Investment funds that specialise in renewable energy companies / ‘plays’. 
  Private entrepreneurs in solar PV and wider renewable energy activity. 
  Future employees looking to work in green collar jobs. 
  State and Federal Government bodies regulating the renewable energy 
sector.  
  Industry bodies/associations that represent the solar PV segment. 
  Electricity / utility companies. 
  Sustainability and environment consultancies. 
 Kenneth Kong     
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1. 
 
Introduction  
1.1  Background and scope 
 
At the outset, it is useful to clarify what the end product of the solar PV industry 
really is. Customers do not buy products per se but the benefits they confer. Solar 
panels are merely a substitute for grid-supplied energy or, in the case of remote 
areas, power from diesel/wind and other hybrid energy generators. The industry is 
not in the business of solar panels per se; rather, it is in the business of enabling 
electrical energy generation for household and commercial applications.  
 
Underlying this proposition is the economic premise that –  whilst reducing 
greenhouse emissions is an ideal outcome of greater renewable energy use - it is 
the realisable end-consumer benefit that drives the solar PV industry. Anything 
that can provide cheaper, more efficient and effective means of satisfying demand 
for energy will drive buyers’ choices, and thereby shape the industry.  
 
Demand for energy is rising, despite the recent global financial crisis. The 
Australian energy market (includes both Eastern states and WA) generated around 
208 TWh of electricity (2008-09), of which households consumed 64 TWh.
4
In Victoria, energy demand has risen steadily to 52 TWh per annum
  
 
5 and now 
requires generating capacity of between 8-10.5 GW for seasonal peaks.
6
                                                 
4 Data from Clean Energy Council Renewable Energy website database, viewed 2 February 2010, 
 These 
demand patterns are illustrated by Figures 1 and 2 below: 
http://cleanenergyaustraliareport.com.au/technologies/solar/; and 
http://cleanenergyaustraliareport.com.au/industry-snapshot/section-2-2/. Kenneth Kong     
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consultancy, installation, servicing, research and development associated with 
residential, commercial and government applications.
7
In Victoria, whilst  there is some assembly of components, the author’s 
investigation of business directories and web advertising indicates that there is no 
established manufacturing base for solar cells, modules or systems. SilexSolar, a 
New South Wales (NSW) company cells is the only manufacturer of commercial 
scale in Australia.
 
 
8
The cumulative installed capacity of solar PV in Australia is around 145 MW 
peak, including 40 MW installed in 2009 alone as industry rushed to install 
systems ahead of the Federal Government’s Solar Rebates deadline.
 The largest industry segment is in the trading, installation and 
servicing of solar PV systems. This paper focuses mainly - but not exclusively - 
on these segments within the Victorian solar PV  industry. Lessons from 
commercial and industrial  solar PV  applications will also be discussed and 
applied. 
 
9 As at July 
2009, around 41,000 homes across Australia have solar PV installed. Solar PV 
installation has grown exponentially, rising by 43% in the last 2 years.
10
Since 2007, more solar PV capacity has been installed in Australia than any other 
period on record. Around 35 MW of total capacity has been installed in Victoria 
   
 
                                                 
7 SGS, Value Chain of the PV Industry, Website accessed 20 April 2010.  
http://www.ee.sgs.com/ee_index/solar-testing-services-ee/value-chain-of-the-pv-industry-ee.htm  
8 SilexSolar is a new start-up company, launched on 14 April 2010. Website viewed 13 May 2010.  
www.silexsolar.com  
9 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems Installed 
by State, Website database accessed throughout December 2009. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/renewable/pv/ 
10 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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to date.
11  However, this still only accounts for only 0.77% of average peak 
demand.
12
Whilst Victoria has the lowest penetration rate (3%) of household solar energy 
systems, it has the highest number of accredited solar PV installers and designers 
in Australia. By Dec 2009, Victoria accounted for approximately 23 MW (15.5%) 
of solar PV capacity installed under the SHCP, comprising approximately 14,900 
(Grid) and 1,200 (Off-Grid) solar PV units (see Figure 3 below):
 
 
 
13
Source: Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems 
Installed by State (2009). 
 
  
There are around 2.036 million occupied private dwellings, of which 82% are 
detached houses and 71% are owner-occupied.
14
                                                 
11 ibid. 
12 Author’s analysis of average peak demand (4.5 GW) versus capacity installed (35 MW).  
13 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, loc. cit. 
14 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Residential Housing Indicators and Indexes, Database, January 
2010. 
 This latter category (i.e. non-
rental, detached housing stock of 1.45 million houses) is the more likely target 
24,584  22,854  19,842  13,841  10,232  2,341  1,071  124 
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Figure 3 Kenneth Kong     
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market for solar PV.
15 This implies a penetration rate of only 1.1% of owner-
occupied residential homes in Victoria.
16
1.2  Problem statement 
  The benefits and contributions of 
renewable energy towards addressing the climate change challenge are well 
known. However, what explains this very low penetration rate, and what can be 
done to accelerate its uptake?  
 
 
Household energy consumption is increasing due to a growing population, whose 
use of appliances and IT equipment per capita has also risen. Between 1987 and 
2007, household energy consumption grew by almost 50%, averaging 2.6% per 
annum.
17 In Australia (2007), the ABS estimated that households accounted for 
21% of total electrical energy demand, and 33% of total electricity dollar value.
18
Key drivers of household energy use and greenhouse gas emissions  include 
amount of floor space and appliance types. A 2008 study
 
 
19
  Large footprints - around 37% of houses have at least 4 bedrooms.
 by the ABS indicated 
that Australian households have:  
20
  High penetrations of electric heaters and coolers (77%  and  67% 
respectively), accounting for around 41% of household energy costs.
   
21
                                                 
15 ibid. 
16 16,200 solar PV units installed to date divided by 1.45 million target housing stock = 1.1%.  
  
17 Australian Bureau of Statistics, 4604.0 Energy Account Australia 2006-07 (Issued 25-06-2009). 
Website viewed 02 February 2010, http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@nsf/ 
18 ibid. 
19 ABS - Australian Social Trends, Are households using renewable energy? Issue 4102.0 2009, 
pp.46-47. 
20 ibid. 
21 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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  High energy usage from hot water systems (24%) and other miscellaneous 
appliances (13%).
22
In 2005, these uses contributed to 64% of the sector’s GHG emissions.
 
23
1.3  Hypotheses and research aims 
 
 
Like most new, technology-driven industries, solar PV  has evolved in a 
fragmented and irregular way. This has resulted in several challenges for 
interested parties such as business enterprises, investors and regulators around the 
current dimensions and further evolution of the solar PV industry structure, its 
inherent and potential monetary value. Recent problems relating to the quality of 
solar PV  installations have emerged on the back of complaints around the 
management of the Federal Government’s home insulation programmes.  
 
 
Three hypotheses will be tested to meet the end objective of the dissertation: 
1.  With current market dynamics, the solar PV industry will be self-sustaining 
within 5-10 years i.e. there will be no further need for subsidies in Victoria.  
2.  The dominant design for residential solar PV  technology products is 
crystalline silicon-based PV cell technology, and this platform will continue 
to be the preferred platform for the medium term (10-20 years).    
3.  The indigenous (‘Australian’ content) value of the solar PV industry will be 
mainly concentrated in the marketing, sales and after-sales services sub-
segments; manufacturing, design, testing and assembly activities, will be 
outsourced and move offshore.  
                                                 
22 ibid. 
23 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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From the starting point of these hypotheses, the dissertation aims to: 
1.  identify key market dynamics
2.  Describe 
 that drive industry development in Victoria.  
emerging industry patterns
3.  Estimate the 
 that will establish the ‘playing field’.  
value (revenue) potential
4.  Analyse 
 of the sector and its constituent parts. 
key success factors and risks
5. 
 for current / future industry players.  
Highlight areas of competitive advantage
6. 
 for Australian enterprises. 
Recommend areas of further research
  
These research aims will be addressed in four parts: 
Part 1 (Chapter 4) of the dissertation will evaluate the 
.  
industry structure, focusing 
on the commercial environment: What have been the key socioeconomic, 
political, and technical factors that have shaped the industry to date? 
Part 2 (Chapter 5) provides a summary of the competing technology platforms: 
Which solar PV technology platform is likely to be pre-eminent in the long term, 
and what are the key success factors? 
Part 3 (Chapter 6) addresses key questions relating to industry value
  How much 
: 
economic value
  What is Australia’s 
 is truly indigenous, versus that proportion which 
is simply repatriated overseas via import payments?  
realisable claim
Part 4 (Chapter 7) offers a synthesis of the findings on industry structure and 
industry value. The results of the first 3 Parts are used to build a Senge ‘Systems 
Thinking’ framework. This also informs part of the modelling of the quantum and 
direction of value migration within the Victorian solar PV industry to 2020.  
 to the value of the industry today and 
potentially in the future?  Kenneth Kong     
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2 
 
Publicly available data and research literature on the value and potential evolution 
of solar PV firms and market forces in Australia (and by implication, Victoria) are 
scarce. Industry, market and policy information on solar PV is available from a 
number of sources, for example the Clean Energy Council (CEC) and Australian 
PV Association (APVA). However, this is piecemeal and, generally, not written 
from an industry structure or economic perspective. This research attempts to 
bridge a gap in our understanding of industry dynamics in this growing sector. 
The literature review comprises four key sections to reflect the main parts of the 
dissertation.   
 
Literature Review 
2.1  Industry structure 
 
Sources for the commercial aspects of industry structure in Chapters 4 and 6 
included the ‘Energy Account of Australia 2006-7’ by the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS). This provided insights into Australian electrical energy supply, 
usage and important trends. Data from the ABS report was used to identify the 
potential range of solar PV output (kWh) that could be incorporated within the 
grid and also drivers of electricity demand (household versus commercial). The 
Clean Energy Council of Australia website provided national and state-level 
Renewable and solar PV capacity in physical units, but not dollar values. The 
ABS Report on Residential Housing Data was used to estimate the potential size 
of the household sector as well as penetration rates in Victoria. Information on 
policy prescriptions, associated legislation and regulations impacting the solar PV 
industry  came from a  number  of sources, including the Department of Kenneth Kong     
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Environment and Climate Change, Sustainability Victoria and Local Councils in 
Victoria. The Department of Primary Industries papers ‘Towards Zero Emissions 
in Victoria - DPI Report 2008’, ‘Victorian Energy Demand and Energy Security - 
Feb 2008’ and ‘Victorian Policy Context - Energy and GHG Emissions 2008’ 
provided useful background on state priorities, which appear to emphasize policy 
weighting towards energy efficiency and carbon capture and storage for coal-fired 
plants, rather than solar PV and other distributed renewable energy sources.  
 
2.2  Competing technology platforms 
 
Key texts and articles on trends on the technical evolution of different solar PV 
platforms included texts and articles by Boyle  (2004),
24  Markvart  (2000),
25 
Garma (2007),
26 Shah (2004)
27 and Handleman (undated)
28, and numerous private 
industry and conference papers. Watt, Passey and Watt’s paper (2008)
29 was a 
key source of information on domestic industry structure, ongoing research on 
different technical platforms
                                                 
24 Godfrey Boyle (ed), Renewable Energy – Power for a Sustainable Future, 2
nd Edition, Oxford 
University Press, 2004. 
25 Tomas Markvart (editor), Solar Electricity, 2
nd Edition, John Wiley & Sons Ltd, 2000. 
26 Sorin Grama, A survey of thin film solar PV industry and technologies, Paper submitted in 
partial fulfillment of the Master of Science in Engineering and Management, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, May 2007.   
27 A. V. Shah et al, Thin-film Silicon Solar Cell Technology, Progress in photovoltaics: research 
and applications (Programme Photovoltaic: Res. Appl. 2004). 
28 Clayton Handleman, An Experience Curve Based Model for the Projection of PV Module Costs 
and Its Policy Implications, Heliotronics, Inc. (Paper undated). 
29 Muriel Watt, Robert Passey and Greg Watt, Designing a Coherent PV Strategy for Australia, 
Paper presented at 3
rd International Solar Energy Society Conference, Asia-Pacific Region (ISES-
AP-09), 25-28 November 2008.  
  for  Chapter 5. It also provided segmentation of 
different sub-markets based on grid-connectivity.  Insights into progress on 
product innovation, especially of concentrated solar PV systems, were derived Kenneth Kong     
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from papers by Kurtz,  Lewandowski and Hayden  (2004),
30  and various web-
based Solar Daily reports
31
2.3  Industry value 
 from 2009 to 2010.  
 
 
Reports by Access Economics (2008)
32, and Muriel Watt (2008)
33 were excellent 
sources of current industry data, for example prices and estimated value, in 
addition to physical rates of local deployment of solar PV units. However, there 
appears to be very little other directly relevant solar PV industry information. The 
research therefore required indirect sources of information and approaches for ) 
modelling industry value. A systems-driven approach towards estimating solar PV 
industry value was outlined in DeGroat et al’s paper  (2009)
34, and also 
application of Senge’s ‘Systems Thinking’
35 concepts in the analysis of the US 
solar PV Industry. Greencon (2007)
36 offered insights into financial performance 
and valuation on the manufacturers’ side of the supply chain. Photon International 
(2010)
37 postulated that trends in value migration
                                                 
30 S. Kurtz, A. Lewandowski and H. Hayden, Recent Progress and Future Potential for 
Concentrating Photovoltaic Power Systems, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL/CP-
520-36330, August 2004. 
31 Staff Writers, Global Concentrated PV Market Worth 266 Million Dollars By 2014, 
SolarDaily.com website viewed on 2 December 2009, http://www.solardaily.com/reports   
32 Access Economics, Report for the Clean Energy Council, The Economics of Feed-in Tariffs for 
solar PV in Australia, November 2008.  
33 Muriel Watt, National Survey Report of PV Power Applications in Australia 2008, Australian 
PV Association, International Energy Agency Cooperative Program on PV Systems (Task 1).  
34 Kevin DeGroat, Joseph Morabito, Terry Peterson, Greg P. Smestad, Systems Analysis and 
Recommendations for R&D and Accelerated Deployment of Solar Energy, Paper presented at 
DOE Solar Energy Technologies 2009 Annual Program Peer Review, 11 Mar 2009.   
35 Peter Senge, The Fifth Discipline, Doubleday/Currency Press, 1990. 
 across industry sectors indicated 
that the US would move away from solar PV manufacturing.  
 
36 Greencon.net, Economics of solar PV Suppliers, 18 November 2007, website viewed 10 
February 2010,http://greencon.net/economics-of-solar-pv-suppliers/energy_economics.html 
37 M. Rogol, Show Me the Money, Photon International Issue 3/2008, March 2008, pp. 101-104.  Kenneth Kong     
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2.4  Environment & energy, industry management and strategic planning 
 
The solar PV industry was analysed in a structured manner adopting guidelines of 
some well-known business frameworks. The Five Forces framework and value 
chain concepts  applied  in  Chapter  4  comes from Michael E. Porter’s classic 
business textbooks.
38  The more detailed examination of alternative solar PV 
technologies and potential evolution of PV platforms draws from industry models 
used by Utterback (1994)
39 and Christensen (1997)
40
Australian-specific industry information and policy context was gleaned from The 
2010 Garnaut Report
. 
 
41 and Pittock (2005).
42 For general background on solar PV 
and RE industry development, Hawkens et al (1999)
43 and Pernick and Wilder’s 
survey (2008)
44
                                                 
38 Michael E. Porter, Competitive Strategy, The Free Press, 1980, and Michael E. Porter, 
Competitive Advantage, The Free Press, 1985. 
39 James M. Utterback, Mastering the Dynamics of Innovation, Harvard Business School Press, 
Boston 1994.  
40 Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma, Harvard Business School Press, Harper 
Business, New York, 1997. 
 provided good examples of commercialisation and analogues for 
the synthesis of potential industry value and structure in Chapters 4, 6 and 7. 
 
41 Ross Garnaut, The Garnaut Climate Change Review, Cambridge University Press, 2010. 
42 A. Barrie Pittock, Turning up the Heat, CSIRO Publishing, 2005. 
43 Paul Hawkens, Amory Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins, Natural Capitalism, Little Brown & Co. 1999. 
44 Ron Pernick and Clint Wilder, The Clean Tech Revolution, Collins Business, 2008. Kenneth Kong     
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3 
The research is designed to test the three hypotheses proposed above. These 
hypotheses start from the premise of several known facts: 
Research Design and Methods 
  Victoria has a significant and fast growing solar PV industry. However, its 
progress has been erratic, and the reasons for this bear further investigation.  
  So far, the most popular residential solar PV products are mono- and poly-
crystalline (c-Si) systems. These account for virtually all solar PV sales to 
date. However, it is unclear if this dominant design will remain unchallenged.   
  The number of accredited solar PV companies has grown markedly; however, 
the majority of these firms’ activities involve sales, assembly and installation 
of  solar PV  units. It remains to be seen if these activities continue to be 
sustainable value-added segments of the solar PV industry in the future.  
 
3.1  Industry structure: Porter’s ‘Five Forces’  
 
Industry structure is a fundamental determinant of a firm’s (and an industry’s) 
overall profitability. This is shaped by five competitive forces:  
Figure 4 
 
 
Source: Porter (1984), diagram is author’s own design. 
External industry forces acting upon participants
Competitive industry participants
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Players
New
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The rules of competition within an industry are embodied in Porter’s Five Forces 
as shown above.
45
  Step 1: Investigate and gather market data, written evidence and industry 
reports on each of the Five Forces.  
    This  overarching  analytical framework  has been broadly 
applied in the field of business management and strategy consulting.  
 
For the purposes of this dissertation, the research method followed is: 
  Step 2: Assess each competitive force and relative impact of industry factors.  
  Step 3: Explain how each competitive force – on balance - shapes the overall 
industry, and highlight any major trends / gaps in analysis.  
  Step 4: Synthesize findings into conclusions.  
 
Outputs from steps 1-3 will be presented in Chapters 4 and 6; and Step 4 will be 
covered in Chapter 7 of the dissertation. 
 
3.2  Competing technology platforms: Dynamics of innovation model 
 
One of the major industry factors in the applied Five Forces  framework is 
technology. The solar PV industry has benefited from large amounts of R&D, and 
like any emerging technology, is subject to rapid - and potentially disruptive - 
innovation. A number of major questions are addressed in this dissertation 
relating to the continued dominance of the current silicon-based PV technology.  
 
                                                 
45 Porter, Competitive Strategy, pp. 25-30. Kenneth Kong     
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The theoretical model  of the ‘dynamics of innovation’  below shows distinct 
patterns and rates of innovation as a product goes through its lifecycle.     
Figure 5 
 
Source: Utterback (1994) 
 
The research method draws upon Utterback and Abernathy’s ‘dominant design’ 
theory: ‘A dominant design in a product class is, by definition, the one that wins 
the allegiance of the marketplace. It is the design that competitors and innovators 
must adhere to if they hope to command significant market following.’
46
 Step 1: Describe current and emerging solar PV platforms. 
 The 
dominant design usually emerges from independent innovations and product 
variations, resulting in a widely used standard or system, e.g. Microsoft Windows.  
 
Several steps are followed under the method to synthesize technological trends:  
 Step 2:  Map these platforms to the theoretical innovation phases.  
 Step 3: Identify dominant designs and their vulnerable points (if any). 
 Step 4: Assess trends and likelihood of disruptive  innovation which could 
displace dominant designs.   
                                                 
46 Utterback, op. cit, p.18.  
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3.3  Industry valuation: Segmentation, value chain and systems thinking 
 
The third research method supports analysis of the industry value chain and its 
constituent activities. The solar PV industry is made up of several distinct but 
interconnected parts, comprising a supply chain that helps deliver the product to 
the end customer. The key research questions here concern (1) the quantum of 
economic value captured by indigenous Australian firms in the various segments, 
and (2) the sustainability of this value in the longer term.  
 
The method is applied as follows: 
 Step 1: Identify specific industry segments in the supply chain.  
 Step 2: Value chain analysis (Porter) from industry reports, company websites.  
 Step 3: Compare value migration trends from other countries, e.g. US, EU.  
 Step 4: Apply systems thinking (Senge) to assess and structure value pools.  
 Step 5: Undertake market value mapping for the Victorian industry. 
 
Given the scarcity of publicly available financial data and a natural desire by 
industry players to preserve confidentiality, this area of research will need to rely 
on indirect means of data collection. A top-down (based on estimated market 
share percentages and total industry value) and-bottom up (number of active 
participants and assumed average sales units) approach will be used.  
 
The above approach relies heavily on strategic and economic theory; however 
engineering evaluations of technical performance data of potential competitive 
products will be considered in building a picture of innovative dynamics.  Kenneth Kong     
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4 
 
The following section evaluates the impact of opposing forces on the competitive 
nature, and subsequent evolution, of the Victorian solar PV industry. Particular 
attention is given to key activities such as distribution, trading and installation.   
 
Industry Structure - Five Forces 
4.1  Buyer (demand-side) forces 
 
In Victoria, several demand-side forces appear to have shaped the industry: 
1.  Feed-in-Tariffs (FiTs) introduced by the Victorian State Government.  
2.  Rebates under the Federal Government’s (now defunct) Solar Homes and 
Communities Plan (SHCP).  
3.  Federal/Victorian Renewable Energy Targets (RETs/VRETs) and Renewable 
Energy Certificates (RECs/VRECs) issued by federal and state governments. 
4.  The Federal Government’s ‘Green Loans’ programme. 
5.  Changing consumer sentiment and growing awareness of climate change. 
Many  of these are government policy initiatives designed to drive growth. 
Ironically, some have had unintended consequences and negative impacts. 
 
4.1.1  Feed-in tariffs (FiTs): Powerful incentive but inconsistently applied  
 
On 1 November 2009, the Victorian government introduced a net-metered FiT for 
designated renewable energy generation.
47
                                                 
47 Department of Primary Industries, Premium Rate for Solar Power: Fact Sheet, website accessed 
18 January 2010: 
  Up to 100,000 entities including 
households, communities and businesses with small scale solar PV systems (i.e. 
less than 5 kW) and consuming less than 100 MWh per annum are eligible for a 
www.dpi.vic.gov.au/feedintariff. Kenneth Kong     
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premium rate of 60  cents  per  kWh  (approximately 3 times the average retail 
tariff).
48
i.  The premium rate earned is a net FiT and credit-only scheme, which is 
offset against a customer’s electricity bill: Critics have argued that it is 
insufficient to spur a massive uptake of domestic solar PV systems as 
experienced in Germany and Japan.
 Prima facie, this is a powerful incentive for investment in solar PV.  
 
However, there are a number of peculiarities about the FiTs scheme in Victoria: 
49 Instead, a gross feed-in tariff such as 
that implemented in New South Wales (NSW) should be adopted so that a 
premium is paid on each unit of clean electricity generated, as opposed to 
only the net amount after domestic use by the system’s owner. Advocates 
of this approach argue that this will permit long-term financial planning 
and create new jobs (up to 2,600 for Victoria) and investment 
opportunities and security for local investors.
50
ii.  Each credit is eligible for a maximum of only 12 months: This could 
discourage households from reducing electricity consumption beyond the 
amount of the credits generated, accelerating usage towards their expiry.  
 
iii. FiTs vary across the different States, even though the Eastern states are 
part of a single National Electricity Market (NEM). This raises interesting 
questions around the disparity between electricity generation costs, 
household FiT revenues and cross-border FiT liabilities in different states 
for the various electricity retailers. For example, does this mean that 
                                                 
48 In Victoria, the retail sector has been deregulated since 2008, and household tariffs currently 
range from 17-21 cents per kWh (including GST). Choice website article, ‘Make your electricity 
& gas choice the best choice’: Website accessed 26 Feb 2010. See also Appendix 1. 
http://www.yourchoice.vic.gov.au/choice_search.php?postcode=3170&retailer=10&type=residenti
al&utility_type=electricity&meter_typ 
49 Markus Lambert, Marketing Manager, Apollo Energy. www.apolloenergy.com.au  
50 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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electricity retailers will reduce exposure and investment in gross FiT 
markets such as NSW? The inconsistency of FiTs across Australia may 
actually have a perverse effect of increasing retail electricity prices to 
absorb credits under a net-metered system, to compensate generators / 
energy retailers for lower volume and higher FiTs liabilities.
51
 
 
The Department of Primary Industries has defended the state government’s policy 
on the grounds that net-metered FiTs:
52
  Will most likely offset the power bills of households with average 
system sizes of 1.0-1.5 kW within the 12-month period.
  
53
  Represent a cost-effective way of promoting solar energy. The FiT has 
an in-built safeguard to ensure the scheme’s cost to the community 
will not exceed the equivalent of A$ 10 per year (based on 2009 costs) 
for each electricity consumer.
  
54 The concern here is that because the 
retail electricity segment in Victoria is deregulated, retailers would 
simply pass on their cost of gross FiTs back to consumers.
55
  Promotes energy conservation and encourages consumers to manage 
demand, especially during peak load periods (e.g. hot summer days).
   
56
                                                 
51 For a comprehensive study of the impact of different FiT regimes, see Miguel Mendonca, Feed-
in-Tariffs – Accelerating the Deployment of Renewable Energy, World Future Council, 2009.  
  
52 Department of Primary Industries, ‘Fact Sheet: Premium Rate for Solar Power’. Webpage 
accessed January 2010. http://new.dpi.vic.gov.au/energy/energy-policy2/greenhouse-
challenge/feed-in-tariffs/  
53 ibid.  
54 ibid.  
55 However, the gross FiT in NSW does not appear to cost the community much more if Retail 
tariffs are regulated. The APVA recently completed a study on estimating the impact of gross and 
net FiTs on average household electricity bills in NSW. It concluded that, under reasonable 
assumptions, the difference is of the order of less than 10 cents a week per household. Source: Dr. 
Muriel Watt and Robert Passey, Australian PV Association, Estimating the impacts of gross and 
net feed-in tariffs on average household electricity bills in NSW, 21 February 2009. Article 
available at www.apva.org.au  
56 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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Whilst these are reasonable points, it is difficult to see how a net-metered FiT 
regime can offer more stimulus than a gross FiT. Under the latter scheme, it is 
more financially lucrative for householders to export as much energy back to the 
grid as possible.  
 
The recent experience in Germany proves that gross FiTs are a highly stimulatory 
force. Germany is the world’s largest market for solar PV, with very generous 
buy-side stimulus and guaranteed feed-in tariffs underwritten by all consumers, at 
an estimated cost of around €1 billion per month in 2009.
57
Ironically, the subsidies made small-scale distributed electricity generation a huge 
business without corresponding benefits to the local manufacturing base. German 
manufacturer Q-Cells posted a net loss of €1.36 billion in 2009 due to plunging 
prices and increased competition from cheap Chinese imports.
 These subsidies have 
added fiscal pressure on the German government, which is struggling to manage 
the financial crisis surrounding the Euro by co-funding the bailout of Greece.  
 
58 As a result, Q-
Cells had to cut 500 jobs from a total workforce to 2,600 and move some 
production to Malaysia.
59  German Chancellor Angela Merkel’s CDU Party 
recently indicated it would reduce solar PV subsidies.
60
In Victoria, it is arguable that the state government’s policy seeks a ‘middle road’ 
that  promotes residential solar PV  whilst limiting  the electricity retailers’ FiT 
 
 
                                                 
57 Solar Daily website, ‘Berlin wants to cut solar power subsidies: lawmaker’, Berlin (AFP) 
Viewed Feb 23, 2010. Quoted by Hans Peter Friedrich, leader of the Christian Social Union Party. 
http://www.solardaily.com/reports/Berlin_wants_to_cut_solar_power_subsidies_lawmaker_999.ht
ml.  
58 ibid. 
59 ibid. 
60 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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liability. This reduces pressure on retailers to hike-up tariffs, and offers some 
protection for the government against a political backlash. Other larger renewable 
power systems (5-100 kW range) will remain eligible for the existing FiT, which 
is equivalent to the retail tariff for any net energy exported to the grid.
61
4.1.2  Rebates - Solar Homes and Communities Plan (SHCP): Rise and fall 
 
 
 
The SHCP started out in 2000 as the PV Rebate Programme offering A$ 4,000 
rebates for both off-grid and grid connected PV systems.
62 After the election of 
the Rudd Government in 2007,  rebates were increased to A$ 8,000 for up to 
15,000 homes.
63
By this time, around 10,000 solar PV systems had been installed at a rate of 153 
applications per week, strong evidence of its success.
  
 
64
 
Source: Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems 
Installed by State (2009).  
  
Figure 6 
                                                 
61 Senator the Hon Penny Wong and Senator the Hon Greg Combet, Joint Media Release - 
Enhanced Renewable Energy Target Scheme, Australian Government, 26 Feb 2010. 
62 Solar Homes and Communities Plan website. Accessed January-February 2010. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/renewable/pv/history.html 
63 ibid. 
64 ibid. 
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However, in May 2008, a means test was imposed; this terminated the rebate for 
households with incomes above A$100,000 per annum
65 Despite this, the number 
of applicants grew from around 420 to 6,043 per week by May 2009.
66
The Federal Government finally scrapped the rebate scheme in 2009, several 
weeks earlier than planned; in the process forcing solar PV companies to scramble 
to complete rebate applications for their customers.
 
 
67 As at Feb 2010, there is still 
a national backlog of 60,000 applications (worth A$480 million). In Victoria, this 
backlog means there are at least 2,000 homes with solar panels but no smart 
meters to record the power they produce.
68  The Solar Credits and associated 
RECs Scheme have since replaced the solar PV rebates system.
69
                                                 
65 ibid. 
66 ibid. 
67 Mark Hawthorne and Mathew Murphy, Turning off solar, The Age, 27 Feb 2010, p17. Backlog 
estimated by Citipower and Powercor.  
68 ibid. 
  
 
The solar PV rebates were a simpler, more straightforward incentive; its untimely 
demise had more to do with poor Federal Government controls (allowing the 
number of rebates to exceed the 15,000 household cap / A$120 million) and fiscal 
avoidance (realising the looming budget blow-out in rebate costs) than the rebate 
mechanism itself. Additionally, the abrupt policy decision drove chaotic 
behaviour in the industry with a sudden spike in customer orders to meet the 
deadline. This also led to confusion and incomplete installations – as noted above, 
many grid-connect systems still lack smart meters to record exported energy.   
 
69 Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency, website viewed 1 March 2010, 
www.climatechange.gov.au/government/intiatives/renewable-target/need-ret/solar-credits-faq.aspx  Kenneth Kong     
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4.1.3  RET  and RECs: Lower costs,  fiscal  avoidance and a Greenhouse 
accounting anomaly in the solar credit REC multipliers 
 
The Federal Government set a mandatory  RET  that requires at least 20% of 
Australia’s electricity supply to come from RE sources by 2020.
70 This relies on a 
trading system for RECs.
71 Each REC is a tradeable electronic certificate, similar 
to a stock-market share. RECs have fluctuating market prices, which represent the 
estimated value of avoided carbon emissions from installations of RE systems.
72
The Solar Credits mechanism generates a subsidy for owners of eligible solar PV, 
wind, hydroelectric and other small scale RE systems.
 
 
73 The subsidy is derived by 
multiplying the market value of a REC by the quantum of RECs created.
74
  trading price of RECs at the time of purchase;  
 Each 
system will therefore have a different level of subsidy, depending on its:  
  location; and  
  size / capacity (kW). 
 
A system located in Victoria will necessarily receive fewer RECs given the state’s 
latitudinal position. Victoria has lower irradiance and produces less energy over 
the year. For example, in Victoria, 1 kW and 1.5 kW systems  will  receive 
subsidies of A$ 4,400 and A$ 6,650 respectively, based on a REC price of A$ 
50.
75
                                                 
70 Renewable Energy (Electricity) Act 2000 and Renewable Energy (Electricity) Amendment Act 
2009, passed by the Commonwealth Parliament on 20 August 2009.  
 It is immediately apparent that even at a high REC price of A$ 50 (RECs 
71 Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator, website viewed 3 January 2010, www.orer.gov.au. 
72 ibid. 
73 loc. cit. webpage viewed 3 January 2010, www.orer.gov.au/recs/omdex.html  
74 ibid. 
75 Calculation provided on Choice website, op. cit.  Kenneth Kong     
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have traded between A$ 28 and A$ 51 over the period 15 May 2009 to 15 May 
2010)
76, the subsidy is much lower than the A$ 8,000 rebate under the SHCP.
77
 
 
 
Not only is the overall level of compensation lower, it also transfers the cost of 
the original rebate (payable by Government) to the purchasers of RECs! The new 
Federal REC scheme has also been criticised on a number of grounds: 
Confusion in RET policy objectives: In a recent submission to the Council 
of Australian Governments (COAG), the Australian Photovoltaic 
Association (APVA) outlined problems with eligibility and inclusion of 
RECs for heat pumps and solar hot water units within the current RET.
78
  Oversupply of RECs:  The large scale RE industry recently voiced its 
concerns around the slump in REC prices due to oversupply from policy 
initiatives, including the inclusion of solar hot water systems (see above) 
and the ‘5x REC multiplier’ for solar PV installations.
 
Arguably, energy efficiency technologies should be supported under the 
Energy Efficient Homes programme, not the RET or with RECs. Inclusion 
of these technologies creates a perverse impact on RE technologies and 
industries by: (a) increasing the supply of RECs and reducing their market 
prices (thereby creating a disincentive for investment) and (b) dilution of 
the RET, which is a metric for measuring and increasing the penetration of 
RE, and should not therefore be confused with reducing energy use per se. 
79
                                                 
76 Green energy markets, wholesale REC spot prices, website viewed 17 May 2010, 
   
www.greenmarkets.com.au  
77Quote on REC price is via Energy Matter website, accessed 23 March 2010: 
http://www.energymatters.com.au/renewable-energy/solar-power/grid-connected-systems/home-
grid-faq.php. 
78 Muriel Watt, COAG Review Discussion Paper 1 – Eligibility of new small scale technologies 
and heat pumps, Australian PV Association, 7 November 2009, pp.4-6. 
79 John Breusch, Renewable energy industry cries foul, The Australian Financial Review, 22 
February 2010, p 9. Kenneth Kong     
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  Particular criticism was levelled against the creation of ‘phantom RECs’ 
from the solar PV 5x multiplier. The Alternative Technology Association 
(ATA), Greenpeace and the Moreland Energy Foundation have  argued 
that phantom RECs do not represent true renewable energy, and should 
therefore not count towards the national mandatory RET.
80
  At best, this is anomalous to Greenhouse accounting principles; at worst, it 
is a politically expedient and cynical attempt to meet the 20% RET. 
  
 
As a result of some of these criticisms, from 1 January 2011 the RET will have 
two distinct schemes – a Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme (SRES) and a 
Large-scale Renewable Energy Target (LRET):
81
  The SRES will cover small-scale RE technologies, e.g. solar PV and solar 
hot water systems. The scheme will provide a fixed price of $40 per MWh 
of electricity generated, as well as support action to reduce emissions.
 
82
  The LRET will cover  large-scale  RE projects, e.g. wind farms, 
commercial solar utilities  and geothermal  plants. These projects are 
envisaged to deliver a significant proportion of the RET, and expected to 
re-energise investment in the sector.
 
83
 
  
While these changes address some anomalies, the  abandoning of the Carbon 
Pollution Reduction Scheme (CPRS) has harmed market sentiment and investor 
                                                 
80 Choice Website: Rising electricity prices. Accessed 20 February 2009, 
http://www.choice.com.au/Reviews-and-Tests/Household/Energy-and-water/Solar/Solar-
electricity-incentives/Page/Rising%20electricity%20prices.aspx 
81 Senator the Hon Penny Wong and Senator the Hon Greg Combet, Joint Media Release - 
Enhanced Renewable Energy Target Scheme, Australian Government, 26 Feb 2010.  
82 ibid. Illustration: Under this fixed price, a Sydney household that installs a 1.5 kiloWatt solar 
panel system in 2011 will benefit from an upfront subsidy of $6,200. If the same household 
decides to install a typical solar water heater they will receive $1,200 in support under the SRES. 
83 Special Feature - Footprint, New approach brings clean energy target a step closer, The Age, 
21 March 2010, p3.  Kenneth Kong     
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confidence. A market-based, long-term response to emissions reductions is still 
needed to drive investment in the renewable industry.  
 
4.1.4  The Victorian RET (VRET) / REC (VREC) scheme 
 
The Victorian Renewable Energy Act 2006 established the VRET/VREC scheme 
with a target of 3,274 GWh of RE generation by 2016.
84 It operates in a similar 
way to the Federal RET/REC system described above. The VRET/VREC scheme 
will transition to the Commonwealth’s expanded RET system by 1 Dec 2010.
85
It is worth noting here that in 2008, the VRET was 193 MWh. However, only 
133,602 VRECs were eligible for surrender at that time; of these, only 125,060 
were surrendered, a shortfall of 6% (67,200 MWh).
  
 
86 Almost A$ 3 million in 
fines were issued to relevant entities for shortfalls.
87 Considering that the scheme 
was only two years old at the time, it could be deemed reasonably successful.  
From a solar PV industry perspective, however, the VRET/VREC scheme clearly 
favoured wind which had 98% of accredited installed capacity in 2008, compared 
with solar PV (which had only 1.13 MW of accredited installed capacity).
88
4.1.5  Federal ‘Green Loans’ programme: A well-intentioned failure 
   
 
 
Another example of a buyer-side force is the (now-suspended) Green Loans 
programme that was directed at assisting households in the financing of RE 
                                                 
84Essential Services Commission, Victoria, website viewed 20 May 2010. 
www.esc.vic.gov.au/public/VRET   
85 ibid.  
86 Essential Services Commission, Victorian Renewable Energy Target Scheme Annual Report 
2008, Aug 2009, pp. 16-18. 
87 op. cit., p. 18. 
88 op. cit., p. 12. Kenneth Kong     
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systems including solar PV. The Federal Government’s Energy Efficiency Homes 
Package included a  loan  subsidy  of up to A$  10,000  per household with a 
combined income of less than $250,000 per annum.
89 Eligibility for this ‘Green 
Loan’ was conditional upon satisfactory completion of a ‘Home Sustainability 
Assessment’ by a qualified assessor. Unfortunately, the programme failed to meet 
its objectives, due in part to poorly managed assessment processes and lack of 
technical resources.
  90 The programme is to be re-designed and relaunched as 
‘Green Start’ towards the end of 2010.
91
4.1.6  Consumer awareness of climate change: Driving behaviour?  
  
 
 
It has been claimed by industry bodies (such as the Clean Energy Council) that 
the growth in solar PV demand coincided with a rise in consumer awareness of 
climate change and a shift towards less GHG intensive sources of electricity.
92
Market research findings from the Adelaide Solar City Program
 
Self-motivation by consumers can be a powerful agent for change. However, the 
evidence for this purported change in behaviour is equivocal at best.  
 
93
                                                 
89 Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Green Loans website viewed 25 
March 2010, 
 (involving over 
50,000 Greenpower customers, 1,300 homes and 350 residential solar PV 
installations) indicate that the main motivator  is  ‘...  to save money, although 
www.environment.gov.au/greenloans/households/loans/html.  
90 Special Feature – Footprint, Chaos, but rebates still up for grabs, The Age, 21 March 2010, p.9. 
91 ibid. 
92 Clean Energy Council report, website accessed 20 December 2009.  
http://cleanenergyaustraliareport.com.au/industry/snapshot/ 
93 Dario De Bortoli, Adelaide Solar City Program, Energy Consumers’ Council Meeting 
presentation, 3 June 2009. Webpage accessed 10 January 2010.  
http://www.dtei.sa.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0011/41303/Solar_City_Presentation_Dario_DeB
ortoli_3_06_09.pdf   Kenneth Kong     
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climate change and global warming concerns do strike a chord with residents’.
94 
More importantly, the three main barriers preventing people making a 
commitment to change are: ‘lack of information’, ‘procrastination’ and ‘waiting 
to move home’.
95
Even industry representatives are sceptical: Gary Davy, chairman of the Solar 
Energy Industries Association of Australia (Victoria), observed that many people 
question the value of investing in solar PV. He stated, ‘People have always had 
that attitude: how long will it take before it pays for itself? Yet people will go out 
and buy a $90,000 car and think nothing of it.’
 
 
96 Davy further suggested that ‘real 
government rebates or inducements, such as a generous gross feed-in-tariff, are 
needed to boost support.’
97
Understanding (and accepting) that this buyer-side force is 
  
 
not a prime driver of 
demand is central to the development of an effective growth strategy for the solar 
PV industry.
98
4.2  Supply-side forces  
 Demand must be based on economic fundamentals and tangible 
financial incentives, not inconsistent policy prescriptions or public goodwill.  
 
 
Supplier side forces are equally important for an understanding of the overall 
industry framework. These complementary forces include: 
                                                 
94 ibid. 
95 ibid. 
96 Choice, Solar electricity incentives, website viewed 11 January 2010, 
http://www.choice.com.au/Reviews-and-Tests/Household/Energy-and-water/Solar/Solar-
electricity-incentives/Page.aspx.   
97 ibid. 
98 ibid. Quotes by industry advocates and company representatives on the Choice website provide 
a flavour of the prevailing sentiment of potential solar PV customers in Australia.  Kenneth Kong     
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1.  Cost of PV cells and systems, imports and impact of foreign exchange rates. 
2.  Availability of skilled labour / accredited installers.  
3.  Emergence of bulk buyer groups. 
4.  Government support/grants to solar PV companies.   
5.  Innovative financing mechanisms 
 
4.2.1  Component cost build-up, imports and foreign exchange effects 
 
On the supply side, the typical cost and margin build–up of the value chain 
(shown in the table below) helps reveal how these different forces – import costs 
and foreign exchange rates - interact to shape the solar PV industry in Victoria:  
Table 1 
 
Source: BP Solar, Energy Matters 1.5 kW system quote (23 March 2010), author’s analysis 
 
Figure 7 
 
Source: BP Solar, Energy Matters 1.5 kW system quote (23 March 2010), author’s analysis 
 
Typical installed cost for 1.5 kW system Cost % 12,000              Net Cost
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) 44% 5,280               
Manufacturer Delivery Cost 10% 1,200               
Distributor Delivery Cost 10% 1,200               
Dealer Delivery Cost 16% 1,920               
Installers Delivery Cost 20% 2,400               
Total System Cost (A$) 100% 12,000             
Less: REC Subsidy @ $40  5,320               
Net Cost (A$) to Residential Customer Excl. GST 6,680               
Incl. GST 10% 7,348               Kenneth Kong     
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From the chart above,  the largest supply-side factors  comprise  product costs
(a) Product and manufacturer delivery costs are denominated in offshore 
currencies; given the vast majority of PV components are imported 
(and therefore subject to import pricing and foreign exchange rates).  
 
(including manufacturer’s  delivery cost or ‘margin’) followed by installers’ 
delivery costs. Two interesting facts about the value chain in Victoria are: 
(b) However, distributor, dealer and installer delivery costs (and margins) 
are localised and subject to domestic pricing and labour conditions.  
 
This market dichotomy is even more interesting when compared with solar PV 
systems prices over the last 5 years, which reveal a number of clear patterns: 
(c) solar PV modules and cell costs have fallen steadily in real terms.
99
Figure 8 
 
Source: Solarbuzz Module Pricing Database (March 2010) 
(d) The A$ exchange rate against the key currencies for imported 
modules, the US$ and Euro has been favourable (and therefore the 
product costs should be falling) as the adjustments below show.  
(e) However, residential solar PV system prices in Australia have held 
steady over the last 4 years even under favourable exchange rates.
100
                                                 
99 Solarbuzz, Solar Module Retail Price Environment, website accessed 16 March 2010. 
   
http://www.solarbuzz.com/Moduleprices.htm 
Retail Solar PV Module Costs per Watt peak
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which will include labour.
102
  unit labour costs – although rising, increases in labour costs can be passed 
on to customers in terms of higher end-prices for solar PV systems; and 
  Therefore labour is important in at least two 
respects: 
  availability of accredited installers – unlike prices, it cannot be increased 
rapidly in the short term. This sets an upper limit on growth.  
The chart below shows that Victoria now has the highest number of accredited 
installers; this has helped it overtake NSW/Australian Capital Territory (ACT) as 
the state with the highest installed solar PV systems in Australia. A sustainable, 
growing industry required the establishment of the necessary workforce: 
Figure 10 
 
Source: Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems 
Installed by State (2009). 
 
 
4.2.3  Government support for suppliers: Renewable energy funding 
 
The Renewable Energy Equity Fund
103
                                                 
102 BP Solar, web quote from Energy Matters for a 1.5 kW system (23 March 2010), author’s 
analysis in cost build-up.
 
 is a government-sponsored venture capital 
fund for companies that commercialise innovative RE technologies and services, 
such as manufacturers of PV cells or inverters.  
48 43 41
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This has been supplemented by the recent 2010 Federal budget announcements 
that an additional A$ 652.5 million will be committed over four years towards a 
Renewable Energy Future Fund to support ‘development and deployment of large 
scale and small scale renewable energy projects, for example further investments 
in geothermal, solar and wave energy’.
104
4.2.4  Buyer groups 
 
 
These are important supply-side drivers for the long-term competitiveness of the 
industry. They help to close a funding gap in R&D which small companies cannot 
otherwise afford. 
 
 
This recent phenomenon involves supplier-instigated bulk-buying  of  solar PV 
systems on behalf of residential users. For example:  
  Port Phillip City Council (Melbourne) is facilitating a bulk-buy 
program with Eco-Kinetics acting as provider and facilitator of the 
program which comprises a total of 600 households.
105
  Local Power negotiated a Buying Offer Group for interested Brisbane 
home owners and community groups for solar PV  systems. Bulk 
  
                                                                                                                                     
103 Australian Federal Government, Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts 
(DEWHA), Renewable Energy Equity Fund. Website accessed 24 Feb 2010. 
http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/renewable/reef/index.html 
104 The Hon Martin Ferguson AM MP, Minster for Resources and Energy, Australia’s biggest ever 
renewable energy rollout, Press release 11 May 2010.  
105 Eco-Kinetics, Council Residential solar PV Group-Buy Program, website viewed 2 February 
2010  www.eco-kinetics.com  Kenneth Kong     
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buying was done in 3 tranches: February 2008 (140 orders), December 
2008 (130 orders) and May 2009 (100+ orders).
106
 
  
In Victoria, companies such as Eco-Kinetics are offering further discounts if end-
buyers can group their individual purchases to help reduce overall shipping and 
administration costs.
107
4.2.5  Innovative financing by suppliers 
  
 
 
A number of innovative financing models have also emerged as a potential force 
for industry growth. These include: 
  Linked Power Purchase Agreements (‘PPAs’): In the US, it was estimated 
that 90% of all commercial solar PV installed in 2009 came with a PPA.
108 
Consumers that sign up for a 25 year PPA contract to purchase electricity 
at a discounted fixed rate obtain free solar panel installation.
109
  Green Property Tax Assessments: Berkeley City Council (California) has 
an innovative residential property tax assessment mechanism which allows 
the City to pay upfront for installed solar PV panels.
  This helps 
end-users avoid expected rises in electricity rates.  
110
                                                 
106 PV Solar, Local Power, website viewed 2 February 2010. 
  The homeowner 
then pays the increased assessments over a 20 year period at a rate equal to 
http://www.localpower.net.au/pvsolar.htm 
107 Eco-kinetics bulk buying scheme, website viewed 12 May 2010 www.eco-kinetics.com/nt-
bbp.html  
108Wikipedia, Photovoltaics, website accessed 1 February 2010. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaics  
109 ibid. 
110 ibid.  Kenneth Kong     
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the expected savings on electricity bills.
111
  In Victoria, however, there appears to be little financial innovation of any 
significance either by the banks or councils to date. A potential area for 
further research is in innovative funding mechanisms for RE investment 
by industry, government and local communities for local application.  
  This effectively finances the 
installation for the homeowner and repays the City in the process.  
 
4.3  New entrants and barriers to entry   
 
The competitiveness (and resulting profitability) of an  industry is heavily 
influenced by new entrants and barriers to competition. We have seen in the 
previous section that there has been a rapid growth of dealers and installers in the 
solar PV  industry. The chart below shows the rapid increase in accredited 
installers coinciding with growth in the grid-connected solar PV segment. On the 
other hand, the Stand Alone Power Systems (SAPS) segment has remained at a 
virtual standstill.  
Figure 11 
Source: Clean Energy Council Website and Installers Database (2010) 
                                                 
111 ibid.  
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This suggests that barriers to entry are not high for the grid-connect commercial 
and residential solar PV market segments – at least in the ‘dealer’ and ‘installer’ 
parts of the industry value chain – when compared with the SAPS segment.  
 
Research indicates that future tightening in regulations should be expected: 
1. ‘Solar Access’ and the law: At present, there is uncertainty whether the right to 
solar access is recognised at common law, and the APVA has recommended that 
State legislatures enact new sections in property statutes to clarify the right as a 
separate easement.
112  This will clarify and assure  solar PV  customers and 
installers on their rights and obligations when installing systems  vis-a-vis 
neighbours. On a broader front, local councils should take the lead in promoting 
good solar access zoning by ensuring that property developments submit well-
oriented building plans and avoid land-use conflicts, e.g. tall buildings that 
overshadow potential residential solar PV systems.
113 
 
2. Potential solar PV industry regulation of equipment and standards:
                                                 
112 Muriel Watt and Rob Passey, Best practice guidelines for local government approval of 
photovoltaic installations, Report for the Low Emissions Technology and Abatement – 
Renewables Program, Australian PV Association, June 2009, pp.4-5.  
113 idem, pp.5-6. 
 In the wake 
of  recent problems with the recent  Federal Roofing Insulation Programme, 
concerns about the quality of some low-cost imported PV panels have emerged, 
particularly around Chinese-made panels. ‘People need to be very careful – you 
get what you pay for,’ advised Ted Spooner of the UNSW School of Electrical 
Engineering, and chair of Standards Australia’s Renewable Energy Systems Kenneth Kong     
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committee.’
114 He specified safety risks such as electrocution and house fires that 
could arise from poor quality panels and wiring.
115
To be eligible for government rebates or RECs, proof of Australian standards 
certification must be provided for modules (AS/NZS 5033) and inverters (AS 
4777.1, .2 and .3-2002), and be tested by appropriate labs.
  
 
116 The Clean Energy 
Council (CEC) is the reference organisation for certification and accreditation, 
and now provides a fee-based approval process for listing of compliant 
modules.
117
   
  
 
Whilst  barriers to entry remain relatively low  (especially for the grid-connect 
segment), the supply-side elements (including standards, legislation and imports) 
are expected to increase in complexity as Governments and regulators catch up.  
  
                                                 
114 Quoted on Choice Website, Rising electricity prices, website viewed 12 March 2010. 
http://www.choice.com.au/Reviews-and-Tests/Household/Energy-and-water/Solar/Solar-
electricity-incentives/Page/Rising%20electricity%20prices.aspx 
115 ibid. 
116 Clean Energy Council, website viewed 11 March 2010, 
www.cleanenergy/council.org.au/cec/accreditation/Solar-PV-accreditation/approvedproducts.html  
117 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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4.4  Threat of conventional substitutes and alternative green energy 
 
Solar PV-generated electricity is a substitute for conventional power from the 
grid; in the case of SAPS, it could substitute for diesel and/or wind hybrids. In 
off-grid remote areas, solar PV adoption has been well established. However, for 
the grid-connected market, solar PV  faces formidable competition from (a) 
incumbent  conventional  electricity  generators,  as well as (b)  alternative non-
distributed green energy sources such as wind and solar thermal generators.  
 
4.4.1  Substitute #1: Conventional electrical energy from the grid 
 
The greatest barrier to solar PV growth is the relative cost of electricity
 
 – in A$ 
kW/h – of conventional energy sources compared with that of solar PV systems.  
To understand relative competitiveness, we need to evaluate 3 factors:  
Average  generation  costs  of conventional electricity:  Brown coal fired 
generators (the incumbents in Victoria) have generating costs ranging between 
A$ 6.5-9.5 cents per kWh, depending on whether Carbon Capture and Storage 
(CCS) costs are included, and different cost of capital discount rates.
118
Table 2 
  
 
Source: Colebatch (2010). 
 
  Average Retail electricity prices:
                                                 
118 Tim Colebatch, 'Nuclear not the cheapest path for Australia: OECD - Australian Relative 
Generation Costs: OECD, IEA assuming US$30 per tonne of CO2, The Age, 27 March 2010.   
 The Victorian retail electricity sector was 
deregulated in 2008. Household tariffs currently range from A$ 17-21 cents 
Relative Energy Cost:
Discount Rate 5% 10% 5% 10%
a Geothermal 3.95            6.86            4.34            7.54           
b Black Coal (ex-CCS) 5.40            6.73            5.93            7.40           
c Black Coal (plus CCS) 5.66            8.24            6.22            9.06           
d Brown Coal (ex-CCS) 5.94            8.60            6.53            9.45           
e Brown Coal (plus CCS) 6.18            7.65            6.79            8.41           
f Gas 6.70            7.64            7.37            8.39           
g Wind 7.69            11.40           8.45            12.52          
h Wave 17.19           24.19           18.89           26.58          
i Tidal 28.65           34.79           31.49           38.23          
US$ cents per kWh @ A$ cents per KWh @Kenneth Kong     
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per kWh (including GST),
119 after significant price increases. Retail prices 
have increased markedly across all states since 2007 (see Table 3 below).
120
Table 3 
     
 
Source: Queensland Government Report on Electricity Price Rises (2009). 
 
  Expected cost of solar PV generation at typical Victorian irradiance levels: 
Costs of residential solar PV systems are now around A$ 3,800-5,000 per kW 
(after RECs/subsidies);
121
Table 4 
 Victoria’s irradiance levels offer an average output 
of 1,600 kWh per kWp (around 4.38 kWh per day, seasonally adjusted). 
Table 4 below estimates total cost per kWh of electricity generated by a solar 
PV system, taking into account average investment cost of solar panels, 
depreciation (20 years) and cost of capital (10%). The orange shaded area 
shows the approximate target cost band (A$21-36 cents per kWh) given 
Victoria’s annual irradiance levels and installed systems cost per kW.  
 
Source: Author’s analysis.  
 
                                                 
119 See Appendix 1: Victorian Retail Tariffs.  
120 Queensland Government Report, Electricity price rises across Australia: Residential Regulated 
Retail Tariff Price Increases (2007–08 to 2009–10), Dept of Mines and Energy website viewed 24 
Mar 2010: http://dme.digdnn.com/zone_files/Electricity/elec_prices_across_australia_final.pdf.  
121 Solarbuzz.com, Solar Electricity Global Benchmark Price Indices March 2010 Survey Results. 
Accessed 16 March 2010 http://www.solarbuzz.com/solarindices.html . This estimates total cost 
per kWh of electricity generated by a solar PV system, taking into account average investment 
cost of solar panels, depreciation (20 years) and cost of capital (10%). 
QLD NSW VIC SA TAS WA Avg AUS
2007–08 11.37% 8.00% 17.00% 12.34% 16.00% – 12.9%
2008–09 9.06% 8.00% Deregulated 6.80% 3.90% 10.00% 7.6%
2009–10 11.82% 20.23% Deregulated 4.42% 7.20% 15.00% 11.7%
3 Yr Growth 35.82% 40.24% NA 25.28% 29.20% 26.50% 35.72%
Installed cost  Irradiance Level and Energy Output (kWh per kWp per year)
(A$ per kW) 2,400         2,200         2,000         1,800         1,600         1,400         1,200         1,000        
200                  0.8             0.9             1.0             1.1             1.3             1.4             1.7             2.0            
600                  2.5             2.7             3.0             3.3             3.8             4.3             5.0             6.0            
1,000               4.2             4.5             5.0             5.6             6.3             7.1             8.3             10.0          
1,400               5.8             6.4             7.0             7.8             8.8             10.0           11.7           14.0          
1,800               7.5             8.2             9.0             10.0           11.3           12.9           15.0           18.0          
2,200               9.2             10.0           11.0           12.2           13.8           15.7           18.3           22.0          
2,600               10.8           11.8           13.0           14.4           16.3           18.6           21.7           26.0          
3,000               12.5           13.6           15.0           16.7           18.8           21.4           25.0           30.0          
3,400               14.2           15.5           17.0           18.9           21.3           24.3           28.3           34.0          
3,800               15.8           17.3           19.0           21.1           23.8           27.1           31.7           38.0          
4,200               17.5           19.1           21.0           23.3           26.3           30.0           35.0           42.0          
4,600               19.2           20.9           23.0           25.6           28.8           32.9           38.3           46.0          
5,000               20.8           22.7           25.0           27.8           31.3           35.7           41.7           50.0          Kenneth Kong     
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  The Department of Primary Industries premium solar feed-in tariff webpage 
gives an estimate of 4.56 kWh / kWp per day for Melbourne.
122
  Distributed solar PV systems can typically generate electricity at a cost of 
around A$26-29 cents per kWh, given Victoria’s irradiance levels.  At every 
given irradiance level, A$ costs per kWh decrease correspondingly with A$ 
average costs per kW. As the chart below indicates, system costs will need to 
fall to around A$3,000 per kWp to be competitive with current Retail tariffs:  
 
Figure 12 
 
Source: Author’s analysis. 
 
  Grid parity – a threshold indicator of the long-term viability of the Victorian 
solar PV industry – will be discussed in the final part of this dissertation.  
  Current coal-fired generators have the most to lose from increasing RE 
penetration into the grid, and strong resistance is to be expected: 
i.  A recent media report
123
ii.  Around 2,000 customers have solar PV panels installed but no supporting 
two-way metering systems to calculate electricity supplied to the grid.
 
  highlighted that Victorian electricity customers 
with approved solar PV systems would lose their off-peak concessions.  
124
                                                 
122 Solar Choice, How much energy will my solar cells produce? Website accessed 23 March 2010  
   
http://www.solarchoice.net.au/blog/how-much-energy-will -my-solar-cells-produce.html 
123 Mark Hawthorne and Mathew Murphy, loc. cit.  
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iii.  Some companies, such as TRUenergy and AGL, have refused to provide 
customers with accounts showing how much electricity was supplied to the 
grid for which the companies were liable under the FiT rates.
125
iv.  Muddying these disputes were instances of shoddy workmanship and poor 
quality imports that could not deliver the standard nameplate capacity 
(average of 1.5 kW) of each system.
   
126
v.  Customer complaints to the Electricity Ombudsman have risen markedly; 
and more tension will come about as incumbents protect vested interests.
 
  
127
 
   
4.4.2  Substitute #2: Alternative green energy – ‘GreenPower’ options. 
 
Aside from conventional energy, distributed solar PV must also compete against 
other forms of RE (mainly commercial-scale centralised solar PV plants and wind 
farms). Their  outputs are fed into and distributed through conventional grid 
systems, and marketed as ‘GreenPower’  by electricity retailers.  GreenPower 
represents a formidable competitive force: 
  By September 2008, around 817,000 households across Australia participated 
in a GreenPower scheme.  These households  were supplied with 279,000 
MWh (approximately 1 PJ) of RE, an increase of 51% over 2007.
128
                                                                                                                                     
124 ibid. 
125 ibid. 
126 ibid.  
127 ibid. 
  
128 National GreenPower Accreditation Program, Quarterly Status Reports, September 
2004−September 2008, website accessed on 25 November 2009. 
http://www.greenpower.gov.au/our-audits-and-reports.aspx  Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 13 
 
Source: National GreenPower Accreditation Program (2008). 
  This quantum of energy could power 45,000 homes a year.
129 By comparison, 
as at July 2009, only 41,000 households had solar PV systems installed.
130
  More recently, GreenPower claimed that around 10% of Australian 
households had signed up: As Figure 14 shows, the ACT had the highest rate 
of GreenPower awareness (71%) followed by Victoria at 54% (although only 
30% stated they would be willing to pay extra).
  
131
Figure 14 
 
 
Source: National GreenPower Accreditation Program (2008). 
                                                 
129 ibid. 
130 Refer to the analysis in Part 1. 
131ibid.  Kenneth Kong     
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  Arguably, this pool of ‘willing’ households will form the upper limit of the 
potential Victorian client  base  of 500,000  households  for  solar PV.
132  
Moreover, there has been a sharp increase in consumer awareness, which rose 
from 19% to 52% of all households (1999-2008).
133
  The  Victorian Government is adopting  GreenPower  for  10%  of its 
requirements. The Government also plans to increase this to 25% and to run 
the Parliament House solely on GreenPower by the end of 2010.
   
134
  A GreenPower option is a less risky and capital intensive choice – whilst 
consumers’ electricity bills may rise by a few extra dollars per week, this 
amount is much lower than the upfront capital outlay of a solar PV system. 
 
 
In summary, GreenPower products provide customers with a ‘zero capital’ and 
convenient way to buy RE compared with distributed solar PV options. The two 
key disadvantages of GreenPower to the Victorian electricity consumer are that: 
i.  Generous FiT credits (currently 3 times retail tariffs) will not be earned; and 
ii.  Exposure to retail price increases and grid dependency will continue. 
 
This  chapter outlined an array of forces impacting the solar PV  industry in 
Australia, with particular emphasis on the Victorian market for residential energy. 
Whilst many strong incentives exist in both the buyer and supplier-side of the 
industry, there are equally strong forces that impede accelerated growth, including 
powerful substitutes and alternative sources of RE.  
                                                 
132 30% of the total non-rental/owner-occupied detached Victorian residential stock of 1.47 million 
houses.  
133 National GreenPower Accreditation Program, Quarterly Status Reports, September 
2004−September 2008, op. cit. 
134 Department of Primary Industries - Energy Division, Premium Rate for Solar Power, 
September 2009, Website accessed December 2009. www.dpi.vic.gov.au/energy.   Kenneth Kong     
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The Five Forces diagram below provides a snapshot of the complex forces that 
shape the prospects of the solar PV industry in Victoria: 
Figure 15 
 
 
 
 
Source: Michael E. Porter (1985). Diagram is dissertation author’s design (2010).   
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5 
Technology is a key factor that can shape the competitive environment of an 
industry. The key question to be addressed in this part is the likely trajectory of 
solar PV  technology development, in particular the implications for the local 
Australian industry. Given the absence of a domestic solar PV manufacturing 
sector of any meaningful size, Australia will be an import-led price-taker; this 
means that local players must watch how technology platforms evolve overseas. 
The dominant designs and associated products that emerge abroad will ultimately 
impact local solar PV infrastructure and drive related capital decisions.   
 
Competing Technology Platforms 
Applying innovation models by Utterback and Abernathy
135
5.1  Step 1: Dominant designs and commercial potential of solar PV 
platforms 
, and drawing from 
Christensen’s theory of disruptive technological change, this section offers an 
overview of solar PV technology’s dominant designs and the forces that shape 
them. The section also draws from several detailed surveys of technology 
development and explores potential impacts from recent innovation. The overall 
approach involves three discrete steps.  
  
 
The dominant design for solar PV  currently  comprises platforms based on 
monocrystalline (39%) and polycrystalline silicon (44%) cells.
136
                                                 
135 James M. Utterback and William J. Abernathy, A Dynamic Model of Process and Product 
Innovation, OMEGA, The Int. Jl of Mgmt Sci., Vol.3 No.6, Pergamon Press 1975.  
136 Tomas Markvart, Solar Electricity, 2
nd Ed. 2000, John Wiley & Sons Ltd, p.25. 
  In recent years, 
non-crystalline platforms have begun to emerge and have reached various stages Kenneth Kong     
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of product and process innovation. These potentially disruptive technologies 
include: 
 Various thin film (TF) technologies such as amorphous silicon (13%), cadmium 
telluride (CdTe) and copper indium (and/or) gallium disellinide (CIS/CIGS).
137
 Dye-sensitized organic photoelectrolytic PV cells and films.  
 
 Recent discoveries in electrochemical PV (nanocrystalline electrochemical PV 
devices), whilst still in early R&D stage,  have challenged the monopoly of 
conventional solid-state silicon-based PV systems and opened the way for 
greater development of novel products/processes.
138
 
 
Figure  16  illustrates the relative market share, efficiency and performance of 
current solar PV technology:
139
 
 
Figure 16 
Source: Markvart (2000); http://www.localpower.net.au/pvsolar.htm 
 
                                                 
137 The use of cadmium in solar cells (CdTe) has been questioned due to the potentially toxic 
nature of metallic cadmium if it enters the food chain. However, the amount of cadmium used in 
thin film PV modules is “relatively small (5-10 g/m²) and with proper emission control techniques 
in place the cadmium emissions from module production can be almost zero”. Quoted in E.A. 
Alsema, M.J. de Wild-Scholten, V.M. Fthenakis, Environmental impacts of PV electricity 
generation - a critical comparison of energy supply options, September 2006, p7. Article sourced 
from website accessed 11 February 2010. http://www.ecn.nl/publicaties/default.aspx?nr=ECN-
RX--06-016)ECN    
138 Markvart, op. cit., pp.259-260. 
139 Markvart, op. cit., pp. 50-55, 63; see also http://www.localpower.net.au/pvsolar.htm  
Solar PV - Market Share
39.0%
44.0%
11.0%
2.5%
2.5%
0.0%
16.0%
c-Si: Monocrystalline Silicon
mc-Si: Polycrystalline Silicon
TF: Amorphous Silicon
TF: Cadmium Telluride (CdTe)
TF: Copper Indium Gallium diSelenide (CIGS)
TF: Organic PV, dye-sensitized, nanoKenneth Kong     
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Table 5 
 
Source: (a) Markvart (2000); (b) http://www.localpower.net.au/pvsolar.htm  
The record for the most efficient commercial (non-concentrator) PV cells is held 
by Sunpower. In Dec 2009, the company declared it had achieved a conversion 
ratio of 23.4%. This is well above commercial conversion averages of between 
12% and 18%.
140
 Sharp Corporation (proprietary triple junction process) at 35.8%.
 The technology for solar PV is progressing rapidly and the 
highest efficiencies achieved under laboratory conditions so far are: 
141
 University of Delaware - DuPont concentrator PV project at 42%.
 
142
 
The race to reach theoretical maximum cell conversion efficiencies has intensified 
due to innovations in c-Si, thin film and dye-sensitized / organic PV systems: 
 
 c-Si  platforms  have benefited from process innovation, e.g. concentrator 
modules, wafer casting, and manufacturing of ‘Sliver’ cells. 
 Dye-sensitized organic photo-electrolytic PV have also pursued process 
innovation, e.g. continuous printing process for organic PV film, to lower costs.  
 
Figure 17  below
143
                                                 
140 Worldwide PV panel efficiency comparison, website viewed 13 January 2010, 
  summarises  the  development and achievements of various 
technologies benefitting from product and process innovation: 
www.wholesolarpower.com/solar-panels-2/worldwide-pv-panel-efficiency  
141 Sharp develops Solar Cell with World’s Highest Conversion Efficiency of 35.8%, webpage 
viewed 14 November 2009, http://www.physorg.com/news17542895.html  
142 UD-led team sets solar cell record, joins DuPont on $100 million project, webpage viewed 14 
November 2009 http://www.udel.edu/PR/UDaily/2008/jul/solar072307.html (no authors 
specified).   
Type & efficiencies under different 
conditions:
Commercial 
(a)
Laboratory 
(a)
Theoretical 
Limit (a)
Market 
Share (b)
c-Si: Monocrystalline Silicon 13-16% 24% >25% 39.0% Using Float Zone / PERL method
mc-Si: Polycrystalline Silicon 11-13% 19% 20-25% 44.0% Using UNSW boron diffusion. 
TF: Amorphous Silicon 5-8% 13% 20% 11.0% Various commercial sources
TF: Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) 7% 13% 28% 2.5% E.g. First Solar, BP Solarex
TF: Copper Indium Gallium diSelenide (CIGS) 8% 12-14% 21% 2.5% E.g. Siemens Solar Industries
TF: Organic PV, dye-sensitized, nano 3-4% 10% NA 0.0% E.g. Konarka, Plextronics
Examples:Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 17 
 
Source: National Energy Research Laboratories (NREL) (2009) 
 
However, the race towards efficiency maximisation is not the ultimate goal. From 
a commercial standpoint, the key measure is cost per unit of generation capacity 
and cost of actual generation, i.e. $ per kW and $ per kWh respectively.
144
Platform 
 The 
following table summarises key developments and companies in each of the 
alternative technology platforms identified above: 
Table 6 – Summary of different solar PV technology platforms 
Progress and Highlights (as at March 2010) 
Cadmium 
Telluride 
(CdTe) 
  Lower costs have been achieved through conversion efficiency and smaller 
module footprints. CdTe module direct manufacturing cost has reduced to US$ 
1.12 per Watt, and the cost per new Watt of capacity is near US$ 0.90 per Watt 
(including land and buildings) = total of around US$2.00 per Watt.
145
  However, commercial CdTe is only 10.7% efficient compared to typical c-Si 
modules (13-20% efficient). The latest CdTe modules produced by US-based 
First Solar have reached efficiencies exceeding 12.5%.
  
146
                                                                                                                                     
143 S. Kurtz, opportunities and Challenges for Development of a Mature Concentrating 
Photovoltaic Power Industry, National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Technical Report 
NREL/TP-520-43208, revised November 2009, pp. 6-7. 
  
144 A debate between two different TF companies neatly illustrates this point: FC Business 
Intelligence website, High-end vs low cost thin film, which will be the winning approach? Viewed 
16 March 2010,  http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/first-
conferences/news/article/2010/03/high-end-vs-low-cost-thin-film-which-will-be-the-winning-
approach.html.   
145 Website viewed 18 Feb 2010. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cadmium_telluride_photovoltaics  
146 ibid. Kenneth Kong     
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  First Solar has also claimed lab-based production of CdTE modules at about 
US$ 0.93 per Watt.
  147 No other company has (or claimed to have) broken the 
cost  level of US$  1.00 per Watt.  As Holger Krawinkel, an energy expert at 
Germany’s Verbraucherzentrale Bundesverband e.V., noted: ‘First Solar 
modules may generate electricity at €0.20-0.25 per kWh  ...  In Germany, 
electricity prices now stand at about € 0.20 per kiloWatt  hour.’
148  This 
acknowledgement  means that grid parity may be reached much earlier than 
expected in Germany.
149
  There are, however, two potential problems with CdTe:  
 
(a) Cadmium is a potentially environmentally toxic substance, and  
(b) Telluride is a rare metal – its supply constraints could limit future growth.
150
Copper-
indium-
gallium-
diselenide 
(CIS/CIGS)
  
  
 
  The German Centre for Research into Solar Energy and Hydrogen Research 
(ZSW) is a key player in the manufacture of CIS/CIGS cells. To date, it has 
achieved pre-commercial production efficiencies in cells of up to 19.6%.  
  Another player, the US-based National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 
has reached conversion efficiencies of up to 19.9%.  
  Nanosolar, another US-based company,  has  applied an innovative  roll-to-roll 
manufacturing process to print nano-sized particles of copper, indium, gallium, 
and selenium to hit a target cost range of US$0.30-0.35 (€0.22-0.25) per Watt. If 
achieved, this will be around a third of First Solar’s CdTe module cost.
 151
  However, CIS lags the competition in terms of conversion efficiency. Industry-
scale CIS/CIGS can reach a maximum efficiency of only 8-12%,
 
152
  Grama also points to another potential problem: Indium is a rare metal that is 
also used in mobile phones – high demand for this material means that supply 
could be problematic around the 20 GW annual production mark.
 and CIS 
panels still cannot yet cover this efficiency differential. 
153
 
  
Dye-
sensitized 
and organic 
PV  
  Dye-sensitized plastic PV and organic PV manufacturers have identified 
potential new markets in the form of rooftops, windows, and more generally in 
the building-integrated PV (BIPV) segment.  
  Organic PV:
                                                 
147 Solarserver website viewed 18 Mar 2010,  
  Konarka  Inc.  is  developing  rooftop solar applications and sky-
shades with its organic PV cells, called ‘PowerPlastic’. Organic solar cells can 
http://www.solarserver.de/solarmagazin/solar-
report_0809_e.html 
148 ibid. 
149 ibid. 
150 Grama, op. cit. 
151 id., p 75. 
152 ibidem.  
153 id., p 76. Kenneth Kong     
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already be manufactured in the US$ 0.40 per Watt range, as compared to US$ 
3.00-4.00 per Watt for other solar technologies.
 154
 
  
Dye-sensitized PV: Plextronics is developing organic PV inks that it hopes can 
cut costs by up to 75% to US$ 1.00 per Watt in high-volume manufacturing.
155
  The key stumbling block at the moment is that neither PowerPlastic nor 
Plextronics’ dyes are as efficient (only about 3%) compared to c-Si PV (10-
15%), so costs will have to be dramatically lower to be competitive.  
 
  At the time of writing, organic PV technology costs around US$ 1.00 per Watt, 
Konarka believes a cost level of US$ 10 cents per Watt is realisable with large 
scale manufacturing.
 156
  The low conversion efficiencies of these alternative platforms will require much 
more surface, e.g. roofing, area than traditional designs. This means that balance 
of system costs will become an important commercial factor.
  
157
Sources: Various authors and websites (see specific footnote references) 
A survey of current major PV projects indicates that all technologies are moving 
rapidly towards large-scale systems, for example:  
 
 Largest poly-crystalline solar PV generator: Olmedilla PV Park, Spain: 60 MW, 
85 GWh per annum (as of Oct 2009).
158
 Largest thin-film CdTe solar PV plant: Waldpolenz Solar Park, Germany, 40 
MW, 40 GWh per annum (as of Dec 2008).
 
159
 Largest planned thin-film solar PV plant: Topaz Solar Farm, California, 550 
MW, 1,100 GWh per annum It is scheduled to begin construction in 2010 at a 
cost of US$ 1 billion.
 
160
                                                 
154 Website accessed 18 Mar 2010, 
  
http://www.enernoc.com/enerblog/konarka-moves-closer-to-
bringing-its-organic-pv-to-reality/ 
155 Pradap Haldar, Energy & Environmental Technology Applications (E2TAC) and University of 
Albany's Center for Nanoscale Science & Engineering (CNSE). Website accessed 18 March 2010. 
http://www.e2tac.org/News/index.cfm?InstanceID=841&step=show_detail&NewsID=339. 
156 Website accessed 18 Mar 2010, http://www.enernoc.com/enerblog/konarka-moves-closer-to-
bringing-its-organic-pv-to-reality/ 
157 ibid. 
158 Solarserver website, ibidem. 
159 id. 
160 David Sneed, Calif. utility agrees to buy solar power from two proposed plants, 14 August 
2008. Website viewed 3 January 2010, http://www.mcclatchydc.com/economics/story/48267.html Kenneth Kong     
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These large scale developments will undoubtedly drive manufacturing economies 
of scale. PV modules are the costliest  component (around 45%)
161
Previous studies of technology evolution have used experience (sometimes called 
‘learning’)  curves  to  project 
costs per Watt, e.g. 
Maycock’s study of 1975-
2000 PV module prices.  His 
PV Module experience curve 
and regression analysis shows 
a fairly strong correlation 
between unit costs per Watt 
and cumulative MW 
produced. It projects that the threshold US$ 1 per Watt cost level will be achieved 
when cumulative capacity reaches 30 GW peak
  of a PV 
system, so even small improvements will have a big impact on costs per Watt. 
 
So, the question is: how far PV costs per Watt are expected to fall?  
162. World solar PV installations 
were 15.2 GW peak at end 2008, and current c-Si costs are around US$ 2 per 
Watt.
163
A more recent study by Handleman
 
 
164
                                                 
161 Refer to Dissertation Chapter 4.  
162 Note that the x-Axis has a logarithmic scale. Maycock’s study quoted by Handleman, inf. 97. 
  developed this learning-curve model 
further, demonstrating that PV module  cost reduction is more  dependent on 
163 Total electric power consumption http://www.eia.doe.gov/pub/international/iealf/table62.xls. 
With a typical capacity factor of around 20%, the average world output would be around 3.0 GW 
or approximately merely 0.15% of global demand, which implies massive scope to grow.  
164 Handleman, op. cit. pp.1-2. 
 
Figure 1 
Source: Maycock (2001), Handleman (paper undated). Kenneth Kong     
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accumulated  production than passage of time.  The study posits a number of 
different growth rates, and corresponding times when the US$1 per Watt 
threshold is reached as shown in Figure 18 below.  
Figure 18 
 
Source: Handleman (undated) 
 
It appears that average wholesale PV module costs will decrease by 17% each 
time cumulative production doubles, irrespective of time taken for this doubling 
to occur. By implication, if sales growth is rapid and sustained, cost reduction can 
be accelerated even further.  
 
This unit cost phenomenon has important implications. In particular, the learning 
curve model demonstrates to policy makers and investors alike that the higher the 
quantum of PV modules installed, the cheaper they become;  additionally,  the 
earlier they are installed, the higher the rate of future cost reductions.  
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5.2  Step 2: Map solar PV platforms to the innovation dynamics model  
 
Step 2 compares the above c-Si (dominant design) and TF (disruptive technology) 
platforms using the innovation dynamics model. The model states that every 
technology goes through 3 distinct evolutionary phases – fluid, transitionary and 
specific. Each phase has specific criteria - by observing and collating evidence for 
these criteria, a particular technology can be mapped against a particular phase.  
 
Understanding what phase the various solar PV platforms are in will help build 
the foundation for Step 3. In Step 3, the likelihood of TF platforms supplanting 
the dominant c-Si platforms is assessed. The following table summarizes 
observations in the industry on a number of fronts.  
Table 7: Specific phases of various solar PV technology platforms 
Dominant design: Fluid   c-Si platforms & phase criteria  Transitional  Specific 
Products 
Emergence of industry standards for c-Si 
panels and standardisation generally.
165  
     
Production 
processes 
Standardisation of mono c-Si ‘float zone’ and 
Czochralski methods, to poly c-Si edge-
defined Film-fed Growth (EFG) methods.
166
 
 
   
Manufacturing 
Plants 
Large scale plants with highly specific 
assembly processes for c-Si modules are 
appearing e.g. Suntech (China) now has 1 GW 
of capacity p.a.
167
 
 
   
Competitors 
 Manufacturers: There are approximately 45-
50 producers of solar PV cells and modules, 
but there is pressure to consolidate with the 
collapse in PV cell and module prices.168 
The market is now dominated by QCells 
(Germany), Sharp (Japan), and Suntech 
(China).
169
 Distributors/retailers: In Victoria and 
  
     
                                                 
165Photovoltaic standards, website viewed 11 April 2010,  www.pvresources.com/en/standards.php 
Standardisation in the solar PV industry, website viewed 11 April 2010. 
http://solarpv.tv.watch.standardisation-in-the-solar-pv-industry.html    
166Websites viewed 12 February 2010,   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cell; 
www.photonics.com/directory  
167 Website viewed 12 February 2010,  www.suntech-power.com  
168 See Appendix 10 for the list of large global manufacturers. 
169 Solarbuzz, World solar cell manufacturers, website viewed 12 February 2010, 
www.solarbuzz.com/solarindex/cellmanufacturers.htm.  Kenneth Kong     
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Australia, the numbers of retailers and 
accredited installers has grown to over 
1,500 entities in line with demand.
170
Basis of 
competition 
  
 Price (per kW and kWh basis) is the main 
competitive focal point for manufacturers. 
Cheap Chinese imports have entered 
Australian markets. 
171
 
  
   
Vulnerability of 
industry leaders 
 Large scale manufacturers, especially US, 
EU PV firms are highly vulnerable to lower 
cost Chinese and Japanese products.
172
 
  
   
Disruptive technology: Fluid   Thin-Film platforms & phase criteria  Transitional  Specific 
Products 
Diverse designs, often customised – ranging 
from spray-on dye sensitized PV to flexible 
PV films (PowerPlastic, PowerFibre 
variants).
173
 
 
   
Production 
processes 
Currently, TF production processes are varied, 
ranging from batch (CdTe), roll-to-roll (CIGS) 
and continuous printing (organic PV). Process 
innovation is increasing in all TF platforms.
174
 
 
   
Manufacturing 
Plants 
Plant sizes are catching up with c-Si rivals. 
First Solar’s largest plant (in Malaysia) is 854 
MW p.a.
175 Sharp’s 1 GW TF plant in Japan 
commenced production in April 2010.
176
 
  
   
Competitors 
The tendency is to differentiate on quality 
versus price.
177        
Basis of 
competition 
The various TF platforms compete by trading 
off cost per kW against lower conversion 
efficiencies. Organic and dye sensitized PV 
also offer differentiated product functions.
178
 
 
   
Sources: Various authors and websites (see specific footnote references) 
                                                 
170 Greenpages business directory, website viewed 12 April 2010, www.thegreenpages.com.au. 
Clean Energy Council Website and Installers Database, website viewed 16 November 2010, 
www.cleanenergycouncil.org.au;  
171 Solar panels buying guide, Choice website, website viewed 12 April 2010, www.choice.com.au  
172 Joe Carroll, BP’s solar retreat signals exodus of US renewable energy jobs, Business Week, 19 
March 2010, pp.12-13. 
173 Konarka, loc. cit. 
174 Solarbuzz, website viewed 12 April 2010, www.solarbuzz.com/technologies.htm. How Stuff 
Works, How Thin-film solar cells work, website viewed 12 April 2010, 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/thin-film-solar-cell3.htm  
175 First Solar Corporate Overview, website viewed 12 April 2010, www.firstsolar.com  
176 PV-tech Daily news, website viewed 12 April 2010, www.pv-tech.org/news/_a/sharp_starts 
_production_at_1gw_capacity_thin_film_plant/  
177 For example, QS Solar and Pramac Swiss have different approaches and formulae:   
  Pramac Swiss is a high end manufacturer that offers high quality and technology thin films. 
They focus to serve the customer who looks at the electricity that can be produced over 30 to 
35 years of the module life and not the one who looks at the day-to-day Watt savings. 
  QS Solar is a manufacturer that aims to develop.the lowest cost worldwide, good quality and 
non-subsidy PV modules. They are focused in popularizing the solar energy by achieving on-
grid electricity per Kwh at US$ 0.08.   
FC Business Intelligence, High-end vs low cost thin film, which will be the winning approach? 9 
March 2010, website accessed 16 March 2010. 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/partner/first-conferences/news/article/2010/03  
178 Konarka, loc. cit. Kenneth Kong     
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Based on the evidence above, the position
179
  Dominant c-Si platforms are leaving the ‘transitional phase’ and efforts are 
now more focused on process innovation and  incremental efficiency gains. 
Product innovation is slowing – the most significant innovative step has been 
the use of concentrator modules to increase potential energy per cell area.  
 of platforms can be mapped: 
  In the TF space, CdTe and CIGS are in transition – process innovation has 
focused on reaching theoretical maximums for conversion and lowering costs 
through different production methods. However, product innovation is still 
relatively high for organic PV and DSC platforms as mapped in Figure 19.  
Figure 19 
 
Source: Utterback (1990) diagram, author’s analysis and mapping of technologies. 
 
The key implications of these findings are that product and process innovations 
are expected to taper off for c-Si platforms; instead, the focus will be around unit 
                                                 
179 It should be noted that the various technology platforms have overlapping characteristics – the 
relative positions above are derived from observed activity in the various criteria specified.  
Rate of M ajor Innovation 
Fluid Phase  Transitional Phase  Specific Phase 
Process   innovation curve 
Product   innovation curve 
c  -  Si platforms: 
TF platforms: 
TF: Organic PV and DSC 
TF:   CIGS 
TF:   CdTe 
Poly c  -  Si  
Mono c  -  Si 
•  Price competition intensifies 
•  Process innovation becomes more vital for  
small   increments in efficiency  
•  Standard module sizes (1  -  5 kW) and  
inverters / mounts / BOS components 
•  Lots of players, minor differentiation 
•  Product innovation still high relative to process  
innovation 
•  New applications/markets discovered  
•  Process innovation results in large step  
changes in efficiency. 
•  Small number of players, major differentiation  Kenneth Kong     
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cost efficiencies and larger scale plants. At the other end of the spectrum, TF 
technologies will continue to innovate in terms of products and processes.
180
5.3  Step 3: Vulnerable points, potential innovation and synthesis  
   
 
 
According to Christensen, most new technologies foster improved product 
performance. These are referred to as ‘sustaining technologies’
181
In a study of the automotive industry, specifically engine parts, Abernathy found 
that innovation, evolution, and competitive factors followed a peculiar pattern. 
‘The [status quo] remains unchanged until the overall competitive environment 
requires a change’.
 and there is 
ample evidence of this in c-Si platforms, e.g. new wafer ingot cutting processes, 
and concentrator modules. Occasionally, however, disruptive technologies such as 
TF technologies have  emerged to threaten the dominance of c-Si. Whilst TF 
platforms may underperform c-Si cells, they have features that bring to market 
very different value propositions to customers. Solar PV firms must anticipate 
such changes to ensure their longer-term survival.  
 
182
                                                 
180 See further comparisons for TF technologies in Solarserver, Photovoltaics: Thin-film 
technology about to make its breakthrough; crystalline silicon cells to continue their dominant 
role, Report 7 August 2009, website accessed 18 March 2010, 
  Ironically, it is the relentless drive by a dominant design 
platform  towards greater plant efficiencies and lower unit production costs 
through sustaining technologies that increases the platform’s vulnerability. 
 
http://www.solarserver.de/solarmagazin/solar-report_0809_e.html  
181 Clayton
 Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma, 1997 Harvard Business School Press, 
HarperCollins Business, pp.xiv-xv. 
182 William J Abernathy, The Productivity Dilemma: Roadblock to Innovation in the Automotive 
Industry, Baltimore and London: The John Hopkins University Press, 1978, pp. 112-113, 145.  Kenneth Kong     
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Applying these lessons to facts observed in the solar PV industry, a number of 
scenarios and potential outcomes
a.  Dominant design c-Si platforms will shift towards even larger scale plants.  
 emerge: 
b.  Increasing product standardisation and inflexible production processes. 
c.  In turn, this will lead to a high level of investments - both financial (plant, 
equipment, leases) and ‘soft’  capital (e.g. public acceptance, government 
policies and support) - in the supporting infrastructure (e.g. training of skilled 
technical workforce, sales & marketing), and value chain of c-Si systems.  
d.  Greater reliance on growth through larger-scale commercial generation plants 
also increases exposure of manufacturers to policy risks, e.g. RECs multiplier 
policy (until recently) favoured residential solar PV over commercial PV.  
e.  Further cost synergies  will come through industry consolidation  and 
acquisition of firms with similar platforms, but smaller capacities. 
f.  Disruptive innovation in TF platforms continue to reduce cost per kWh and 
erode c-Si market share in existing commercial and residential PV sectors.
183
g.  CIGS and CdTe cost reductions may ultimately be limited by supply of rare 
metals, i.e. indium and cadmium respectively.  
 
h.  TF will open up new markets for differentiated applications, e.g. lightweight 
Building Integrated PV (BIPV) materials, solar shades and mobile charges. 
 
Australian industry players will need to anticipate the impact of these scenarios by 
diversifying their product supply base and developing new markets for TF.     
Some organisations, e.g. the IEA, predict that the technology share of the solar 
PV industry will shift towards non-silicon platforms as indicated in Figure 20.
184
                                                 
183 As flagged by First Solar, the target total cost for TF solar PV systems is US$2.00-2.50 per W. 
Walter A. Wohlmuth, First Solar, Thin Film CdTe Module Manufacturing, CS MANTECH 
Conference, 18-21 May 2009, Tampa, Florida, pp1-2. 
  Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 20 
 
Source: Watt (2008). 
 
Whilst it remains difficult to accurately predict which platforms will ultimately 
triumph, the tipping point will involve parity between c-Si and TF on a per kW 
(production cost) and kWh (generating efficiency) basis. TF CdTe appears closest 
to the target zone as shown in Figure 21 below.
185
Source: Solarserver (2009). Author’s analysis of market share data. 
  
Figure 21 
                                                                                                                                     
184 Muriel Watt, PVPS and Trends in PV Applications, IEA Energy Technology Perspectives 
Report 2008, APVA, slide 12, Fig. 11.5. 
185 Solarserver, Photovoltaics: Thin-film technology about to make its breakthrough; crystalline 
silicon cells to continue their dominant role, 7 August 2009, website viewed 18 March 2010. 
http://www.solarserver.de/solarmagazin/solar-report_0809_e.html  
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6 
For the purposes of this dissertation, ‘industry value’ is defined as the economic 
value of solar PV systems up to the point of installation. As illustrated in Figure 
22, economic value generated from mining of silica, and for buyers/owners of 
solar PV systems 
Industry Value and Direction  
post-installation
 
Source:  Access Economics (2008) segmentation. Author’s visualisation and design.  
 
This section aims to address 2 questions through a five-step process: 
 from FiTs and REC trading – is beyond the 
scope of this dissertation:  
Figure 22 
1.   How much economic value
2.  What is Australia’s 
 is truly indigenous, versus that proportion which 
is simply repatriated overseas via import payments?  
realisable claim
 
 to the value of the industry today and 
potentially in the future? 
6.1  Economic value of the solar PV industry in Victoria 
 
The economic value of a solar PV  system is captured in its end price to the 
customer. Assuming that all participants in the value chain operate with a 
reasonable (market rate) return on capital, the total number of solar PV units sold 
in a given period within a defined geography (Victoria) should be representative 
of total market value. This process requires two steps.  
 
Raw Materials Manufac-
turing Distribution Retail Installation REC & FiTs
In scope of Industry Valuation calculations Ex-scopeKenneth Kong     
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6.1.1  Step 1: Estimate size of markets and various segments. 
Analysis of the Federal Government’s SHCP database shows that approximately 
12,000 residential-scale (5 kW) and 16 community-scale (generally 5-10 kW) 
solar PV  units were installed in 2009, with almost all 13.3 MW of the new 
capacity  connected to the grid.
186
At an average cost of A$ 13,000-14,000 per unit (fully-installed, pre-REC / FiTs, 
plus GST), industry value is estimated at A$ 150-180 million (2009).
  No commercial/utility-scale  solar PV  plants 
were built in Victoria over 2009; hence  these figures should be roughly 
representative of the state’s solar PV industry value.  
 
187
 
Source: Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts Database (2009). 
 
 
Figure 23 
Installed capacity virtually doubled in 2009 as shown above in Figure 23, but the 
implied exponential sales growth rate is probably not sustainable in the longer 
term; the current market value range of A$ 150-180 million is realisable, but the 
implied trajectory  is not. Month-on-month sales have been patchy due to a 
                                                 
186 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts Database (2009). 
187 See Appendix 12 for detailed calculations. 
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number of extraneous factors, including confusion over the Federal Government’s 
rebates and RECs policies.  
 
6.1.2  Step 2: Apply value chain analysis. 
 
Value chain analysis segregates the economic value inherent in a product (and 
related market) to identify where value is captured by various industry players. A 
rough survey of the Victorian solar PV industry landscape indicates that there is 
negligible cell and module manufacturing activity.  
 
There is, however, a mixture of local (e.g. Pvcool), interstate (e.g. Pacific Solar 
Pty Ltd), and offshore (e.g. Mitsui & Co, Suntech Australia, BP Solar) companies 
that operate as system assemblers, importers and distributors. Some of the larger 
retailers, e.g. Origin, have large networks around Australia.
188
From the cost build-up analysis
 However, mining 
of silica and other raw material (upstream) activity is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation.   
 
189
                                                 
188 See Appendix 5 for detailed list of Australian industry players.  
 presented above, the Victorian residential solar 
PV market value chain can be estimated as follows in Figure 24: 
189 Cost structure based on industry structure estimates from Access Economics, Report for the 
Clean Energy Council, ‘The Economics of Feed-in Tariffs for solar PV in Australia’, November 
2008, pp. 24-25. Analysis is author’s own based on data from Department of Environment, Water, 
Heritage and the Arts, Number of solar PV Systems Installed by State, Website database accessed 
throughout December 2009. http://www.environment.gov.au/sustainability/renewable/pv/ Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 24 
 
Source: Access Economics (2008) percentages, author’s analysis of value chain build-up. 
 
This analysis indicates that approximately 40-50% of the total economic value of 
the Victorian solar PV market is realised by interstate and offshore firms, and 
between A$ 56-87 million of value is captured by local industry.  
  
6.2  Realisable claim of local firms to future industry value 
 
The second question concerns the direction and portion of future value that is 
realisable  by Australian / Victorian firms. This requires a projection of the 
potential size of the industry. The likely distribution of its value will be supported 
by  an assessment of likely Australian (and Victorian)  firms’  participation 
combined with value mapping. Value mapping is aided by a ‘systems-thinking’ 
approach  for the telecommunications industry pioneered by Senge (1990)
190
                                                 
190 Senge, Peter, The Fifth Discipline, Doubleday Press, New York, 1990.  
. 
Trends observed in other countries are also considered to benchmark findings and 
provide insight into how the local Victorian industry could evolve.   
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6.2.1  Step 3: Projected market volume and value growth scenarios. 
 
Modelling  of  the  future  Victorian  solar PV  industry  incorporates  a  range of 
economic values and covers a number of scenarios. The trend of the last 5 years 
demonstrates very high compound annual growth rates (CAGR). Average year-
on-year (YOY) growth was around 80%-83% per annum.  
 
However, there is a subtle shift in 
growth towards smaller, residential 
units.  Community-sized and SAPS 
units have grown at half the rate 
(32% per annum) of residential units (64% per annum).
191
 
Source: Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts Database (2009), author’s 
analysis of CAGRs. 
 
Such high growth rates create a dilemma in the modelling of future industry value 
as these rates are likely to be unsustainable given supply chain constraints. Hence, 
conservative rates of growth were applied in the industry modelling.  
 
  
Figure 25 
The key drivers and limitation factors of growth taken into account were: 
                                                 
191 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts Database, loc. cit. 
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1. Policy:
  Eligibility for FiTs up to 100,000 homes (or 100 MW total capacity) only. 
 Continuation of FiTs beyond policy constraints that cap growth?  
  Retention of standard FiTs for non-residential, larger systems (5-100 kW). 
2. Technical:
  Cost-competitive TF platforms for utility-scale solar PV generation. 
 Shift away from standard c-Si platforms to TF? 
  TF applications open up new markets, e.g. in BIPV.  
  Current installation rates are at 60 kW per installer per annum.
192 With 
around 450+ accredited installers, Victoria has an installation capacity of 
50-80 MW per annum (2009 figures).
193
3. 
  
Economic:
  Foreign exchange rates - import prices for systems will continue to fall 
with the strengthening of the A$ against the US$, Euro, Yen and Yuan.  
 Grid parity with retail tariffs – realisation and timing? 
  Levelised cost of energy (LCOE) from solar PV in Victoria is in the range 
of A$26-28 cents/kWh, compared to retail tariffs of A$16-21 cents/kWh.  
  Relative cost of conventional electricity (include CPRS/carbon price?) – if 
a price for carbon is factored in, this will incur a cost penalty for coal 
generated electricity, and improve the relative position of RE to coal.  
 
6.2.2  Scenario 1 - Base case  
 
In this scenario, residential FiTs drive growth to 100 MW limit and supply chain 
constraints; no additional incentives for larger solar PV (5kW) systems. Table 9 
and Figure 26 below summarise the growth trajectory for the industry.  
                                                 
192 See Appendix 7 for supply chain analysis of installation capacity limits.  
193 Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts Database, loc. cit. Kenneth Kong     
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Table 9 
 
 
Figure 26 
 
Source: Author’s scenario modelling. 
 
In this case, the solar PV industry grows rapidly but tapers off after Residential 
FiTs ceiling reached to around 60MW per annum, with sales revenue stabilising 
at A$700 million+ per annum (PV = A$7.1 billion). Cumulative capacity installed 
by 2020 is 590 MW, approximately 6% of total peak demand in Victoria.  
  
6.2.3  Scenario 2 – Low up-take, no utility scale solar PV projects  
 
Under this scenario, residential FiTs will expand the market to the current 100 
MW limit, but supply chain constraints and competitive pressure from incumbents 
and alternative RE will suppress growth to only half of Scenario 1 growth rates; 
no additional incentives will be available for larger solar PV (>5kW) systems. 
Table 10 projects the growth of industry value under this scenario.  
Scenario 1: Base Case 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 20,004        30,006        45,008        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669          
Community (5-10 kW) 190            225            267            317            376            445            528            627            743            881            1,045           
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Installed: 20,193        30,231        45,275        58,985        59,044        59,114        59,197        59,295        59,412        59,550        59,714          
Cumulative Installed 39,295        69,525        114,801      173,786      232,830      291,944      351,141      410,437      469,848      529,399      589,113        
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000   9,099,000   9,199,089   9,300,279   9,402,582   9,506,010   9,610,577   9,716,293   9,823,172   9,931,227   10,040,471   
% Solar PV of Peak 0.4% 0.8% 1.2% 1.9% 2.5% 3.1% 3.7% 4.2% 4.8% 5.3% 5.9%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 250.0          375.1          562.6          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4           
Community (5-10 kW) 2.0             2.4             2.8             3.3             3.9             4.7             5.5             6.6             7.8             9.3             11.0             
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 252.0          377.4          565.4          736.7          737.3          738.0          738.9          739.9          741.2          742.6          744.3           
PV Scenario 1, 10% 7,103          mil
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Table 10 
 
 
Figure 27 
 
Source: Author’s scenario modelling. 
 
In this low case scenario, the solar PV industry in Victoria grows gradually to the 
Residential FiTs ceiling, whilst the community (5kW+) segment follows 
historical growth trends, to plateau around 60MW per annum.  Sales revenue 
stabilises  at A$740  million+ per annum, and cumulative capacity installed by 
2020 is 500 MW, approximately 4.8% of total peak demand in Victoria.  
 
6.2.4  Scenario 3 - Unconstrained residential growth and utility-scale solar PV 
viability. 
 
This higher growth scenario posits that the residential FiTs 100 MW ceiling is 
removed, and supply chain capacity doubles by 2020. Competitive imports for c-
Si and TF platforms will counteract the expected competitive reaction from 
conventional and alternative RE sources. Utility scale generation becomes 
competitive, and 3 large scale solar PV solar farms (150 MW+) will be built in 
northern Victoria regional centres, where irradiance is highest and land cost 
lowest (e.g. Mildura, Wodonga-Wangaratta, Echuca-Shepparton). 
Scenario 2: Low 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 16,670        20,837        26,046        32,558        40,698        50,872        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669          
Community (5-10 kW) 175            191            209            228            250            273            298            326            356            389            426              
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Installed: 16,845        21,028        26,255        32,786        40,947        51,145        58,967        58,995        59,025        59,058        59,094          
Cumulative Installed 16,845        37,873        64,128        96,915        137,862      189,007      247,974      306,969      365,994      425,052      484,146        
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000   9,099,000   9,199,089   9,300,279   9,402,582   9,506,010   9,610,577   9,716,293   9,823,172   9,931,227   10,040,471   
% Solar PV of Peak 0.2% 0.4% 0.7% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.6% 3.2% 3.7% 4.3% 4.8%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 208.4          260.5          325.6          407.0          508.7          635.9          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4           
Community (5-10 kW) 1.8             2.0             2.2             2.4             2.6             2.9             3.1             3.4             3.7             4.1             4.5               
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 210.2          262.5          327.8          409.4          511.3          638.8          736.5          736.8          737.1          737.4          737.8           
NPV Scenario 2, 10% 6,036          mil
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Table 11 
 
 
Figure 28 
 
Source: Author’s scenario modelling. 
 
The solar PV industry in Victoria grows rapidly in line with supply chain limits to 
around 120MW per annum. Sales revenue will grow to A$1,450 million+ per 
annum in years where a competitive utility scale solar PV plant is being built. 
Cumulative capacity installed by 2020 is 1.1 GW, approximately 11% of total 
peak demand in Victoria, compared to 2.8 GW for Wind and Hydro.
194
The range of industry values for the three scenarios is around A$ 750-1,400 
million
 
 
195
                                                 
194 The RET for Victoria is 20%; it is envisaged that the remaining RE target will be met by Wind 
2.2 GW (incl. projects underway and approved) and Hydro (0.57 GW). See details in Appendix 6.  
195 To put this figure in context, the final retail value of total motor fuels sold in Victoria in 2009 
was approximately A$5.5 billion.  
 by 2020, as shown in Figure 29 below: 
Scenario 3: High 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 20,004        24,004        28,805        34,566        41,480        49,776        59,731        71,677        86,012        103,215      117,338        
Community (5-10 kW) 190            225            267            317            376            445            528            627            743            881            1,045           
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             154,000      -             -             154,000      -             -             154,000      -             -               
Total Installed: 20,193        24,230        183,072      34,883        41,855        204,221      60,259        72,303        240,755      104,096      118,383        
Cumulative Installed 20,193        44,423        227,495      262,378      304,233      508,454      568,713      641,017      881,772      985,868      1,104,251     
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000   9,099,000   9,199,089   9,300,279   9,402,582   9,506,010   9,610,577   9,716,293   9,823,172   9,931,227   10,040,471   
% Solar PV of Peak 0.2% 0.5% 2.5% 2.8% 3.2% 5.3% 5.9% 6.6% 9.0% 9.9% 11.0%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 250.0          300.1          360.1          432.1          518.5          622.2          746.6          896.0          1,075.2       1,290.2       1,466.7         
Community (5-10 kW) 2.0             2.4             2.8             3.3             3.9             4.7             5.5             6.6             7.8             9.3             11.0             
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             420            -             -             420            -             -             420            -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 252.0          302.4          782.9          435.4          522.4          1,046.9       752.2          902.5          1,503.0       1,299.4       1,477.7         
PV Scenario 3, 10% 9,261          mil
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Figure 29 
 
Source: Author’s scenario modelling.  
 
6.2.5  Step 4: Compare global value migration trends.   
 
World  solar PV  installations were 15.2 GW peak (end 2008). With a typical 
capacity factor of around 20%, average world output would be around 3.0 GW or 
approximately 0.15% of global demand.
196 Installations in terms of Watts of PV 
systems will increase by an estimated 64% in 2010 to 8.3GW,
197
1. 
 returning to pre-
2008-decline levels as the global recession recedes and demand re-emerges.  
 
Two clear trends have been observed in the global solar PV industry: 
Demand: Value migration to grid-connect market segments
  Approximately 59% of global solar PV capacity installed in the last five 
years  was  grid-connected.  Whilst  these systems are 5-20 times more 
expensive than conventional electricity, the LCOE is only 3-5 times higher 
than residential electricity tariffs.
:  
198
                                                 
196 EIA, Total electric power consumption, website and database accessed 26 January 2010,   
  
http://www.eia.doe.gov/pub/international/iealf/table62.xls  
197 ibid. 
198 Solarbuzz, Solar Photovoltaic Industry Cost and Price Trends - Photovoltaic Industry 
Statistics: Costs, website viewed 20 January 2010. http://www.solarbuzz.com/statsCosts.htm  
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  Growth in utility-scale segments has taken-off in areas with high 
irradiance levels with a comparable LCOE, e.g. California and Spain.
199
  Growth has been particularly strong in the residential markets  (e.g. 
Germany, Japan); and to the extent similarly generous FiTs are available, 
some commercial segments (e.g. Spain, USA).
 
200
 
 
2.  Supply: Value migration away from manufacturing to the ‘downstream’ parts 
of the supply chain, and from high cost manufacturing to low-cost bases
  Value has shifted from manufacturers to distributors, retailers and 
installers as a result of rapid production capacity expansion and a collapse 
of solar PV cell and module prices in 2008-2009.
. 
201
  Intensification of competition amongst c-Si production  (including  new 
entrants to the industry e.g.  LCD giants Samsung and LG Electronics, 
Taiwanese chip manufacturer TSMC, and US engineering firm Bechtel); 
and shift to lower cost production bases (e.g. China, and South Korea).
   
202
  Newer TF technology making strong inroads into traditional c-Si market 
segments (e.g. utility-scale 40 MW Topaz CdTe-based solar farm in 
Germany)  and  the  opening up of  new  TF  markets as a competitive 
response to market share losses suffered by Western c-Si firms.
 
203
 
  
                                                 
199 ibid. 
200 ibid. 
201Henning Wicht, PV solar installations are expected to soar in 2010, but erosion in average 
selling prices (ASP) seen in 2009 will continue to squeeze profits and intensify industry 
competition, 3 March 2010, webpage viewed 7 March 2010,  
http://www.electroiq.com/ElectroIQ/enus/index/display/Photovoltaics_Article_Tools_Template.ar
ticles.Photovoltaics-World.industry-news.2010.march.analyst_-solar_installations.html  
202 ibid. 
203 Wikipedia, website accessed 20 January 2010 www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaics  Kenneth Kong     
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What do these global trends mean for Australia (and potentially Victoria) and 
what local evidence is there to suggest similar trends will materialise here? 
 
1. In terms of demand-side trends
  The pace of growth will vary according to state-specific  FiTs.  Unlike 
NSW/ACT, Victoria has less lucrative residential 
, it is reasonable to expect that the Australian 
grid-connect market segments will continue to grow strongly. However: 
net-FiTs. Until recently, 
commercial-scale (5kW+)  systems  did  not  receive much government 
support, such as rebates and generous feed-in tariffs.
204 ‘There’s no long-
term driver for that (utility) market,’ says Watt.
205
  Utility-scale solar PV farms have so far relied on piecemeal government 
grants, and will remain uncompetitive unless a price for carbon is imposed 
on conventional energy. For example, Solar Systems Pty Ltd., a proposed 
154 MW solar farm in Victoria, went into receivership in 2009.
   
206
  The 2010 Federal Budget recently announced a Renewable Energy Future 
Fund with additional funding of A$ 652.5 million to develop large and 
small scale renewable energy projects. This forms part of the A$ 1.5 
billion Solar Flagships programme announced in the 2009 Budget.
  
207
 
 
 
                                                 
204 While the federal government points to its $500m Renewable Energy Fund (which includes a 
$100m solar research institute) and a $150m Energy Innovation Fund as evidence of its 
commitment to solar and other green energy, solar industry players do not believe current policy is 
creating the necessary long-term incentives. Choice website accessed 2 March 2010: 
http://www.choice.com.au/Reviews-and-Tests/Household/Energy-and-water/Solar/Solar-
electricity-incentives/Page/Lack%20of%20government%20support.aspx. 
205 Quoted above. See also Watt et al, Energy White Paper Consultation Process, ibid. 
206 Mathew Murphy and Sarah-Jane Collins, Solar project on the skids, The Age, 8 September 
2009, p3. 
207 Minister for Resources, Energy and Tourism, Press Release: Australia’s Biggest Ever 
Renewable Energy Roll-out, 11 May 2010.  Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 30 
2. In terms of LCOE trends
The levelised cost of energy (LCOE) has been accepted by the industry as the 
standard unit of cost.
:  
208 LCOE is defined as the total cost per kWh generated by a 
solar PV system as function of (a) irradiance, (b) investment cost and (c) 
conversion efficiency (d) capital cost, and (e) depreciation.
209
  Watt et al projected Australian PV prices will reach A$25-35 cents per 
kWh by 2010 depending on irradiance levels:
  
210
Source: Watt (2009) 
  
  Analysis indicates that A$26-29 cents per kWh  is feasible at today’s 
system prices, given Victoria’s average irradiance levels. Solar PV LCOE 
is still far behind brown coal even with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) costs 
included. However, with Victorian retail tariffs rising to between A$ 17-21 cents 
per  kWh  in 2010, the LCOE gap for the residential customer is narrowing 
markedly, as shown in Figure 31below.
211
                                                 
208 Solar Energy Technologies Program Report, pp. 52-53, website viewed 21 January 2010, 
 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/pdfs/set_myp_2007-2011_proof_1.pdf    
209 ibid. 
210 Watt et al (2009), loc. cit.  
211 See Appendix 13 for further details and calculations.  Kenneth Kong     
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Figure 31 
 
Source (a-i): The Age, 27 March 2010; (j-k): Watt (2009) 
 
  Modelling of relative industry LCOE suggests that grid parity could be 
achieved by residential solar PV users. Although a whole plethora of 
factors could influence the model’s assumptions, the residential solar PV 
segment could be self-sustaining from around 2015:  
Figure 32 
 Source: Author’s assumptions and scenario modelling. 
 
 
3. In terms of value migration between solar PV market segments
  Commercial scale solar cell manufacturing will remain difficult, as shown 
by BP Solar’s decision to move its solar cell plant to Asia.
: 
212
                                                 
212 BP Solar’s then Australian spokesman, Chandran Vigneswaran, explained that BP needed to 
improve efficiency by relocating its manufacturing base closer to raw materials (silicon) and 
  
Relative Energy Cost:
Discount Rate 5% 10% Low High
a Geothermal 4.34            7.54           
b Black Coal (ex-CCS) 5.93            7.40           
c Black Coal (plus CCS) 6.22            9.06           
d Brown Coal (ex-CCS) 6.53            9.45           
e Brown Coal (plus CCS) 6.79            8.41           
f Gas 7.37            8.39           
g Wind 8.45            12.52          
h Wave 18.89           26.58          
i Tidal 31.49           38.23          
j Solar PV (Centralised) 20.00       30.00      
k Solar PV (Distributed) 25.00       35.00      
l Victorian Retail Tariffs 17.00       21.00      
A$ cents per KWh @ A$ cents per kWh
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7 
 
The complex interaction of the Five Forces  and  the  uncertain trajectory of 
technological innovation pose interesting challenges in terms of mapping how, 
where and when potential industry value will migrate. This requires a holistic 
approach that synthesizes the research results (summarised in Figures 35 to 36): 
Figure 34 
Synthesis of Results: Applying a ‘Systems Thinking’ Approach 
 
Source: Author’s analysis. 
 
 
Figure 35 
  
Source: Author’s analysis. 
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Figure 36 
 
Source: Author’s analysis. 
 
 
7.1  Synthesis: ‘Systems Thinking’ visualisation 
 
Senge’s Systems  Thinking  process  helps  visualize  how policies, technology 
innovation, supply chain capacity and customer demand interact and affect the 
various parts of a system. DeGroat et al generated systems analysis of the US 
Solar Industry was based on Senge’s Systems Thinking framework,
213
                                                 
213 See further Appendix 14.  
  and 
provided a working template for this dissertation.  
 
The following ‘Senge Diagram’ presents the complex inter-relationships of gears 
–  positive, ambivalent and negative –  that  leverage  the Victorian solar PV 
industry and drive its value: 
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Figure 37 
 
Source: Author’s analysis 
In summary, we can infer from this diagram that led buyer-side policy levers have 
been  powerful growth incentives  (green arrows)  for the solar PV  industry; 
unfortunately, through a combination of fiscal regression at Federal and State 
levels, apparently incompetent management, conflicting policy settings, and some 
regulatory barriers, the impact of this group of industry forces has been diluted.  
 
On the supply-side, powerful market forces and innovation continue to drive 
towards  greater manufacturing economies of scale and lower  overall  LCOE; 
however,  incumbent energy providers and alternative ‘Green Energy’  such as 
wind and hydro are powerful counter-forces.  A measure of retail/distributor 
opportunism seems to have kept solar PV systems prices higher than necessary; 
and installer availability could be a future supply chain capacity constraint.  
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7.2  Industry valuation and prospects - Answering the three hypotheses 
 
As previously noted, the main aims of this dissertation are to evaluate prospects 
for a sustainable solar PV  industry  in Victoria specifically, and to test the 
following hypotheses: 
1. With current market dynamics, the solar PV industry will be self-sustaining 
within 5-10 years i.e. there will be no further need for subsidies in Victoria.  
2. The dominant design for residential solar PV technology products is crystalline 
silicon-based PV cell technology, and this platform will continue be the 
preferred platform for the medium term (10-20 years).   
3. The indigenous (‘Australian’ content) value of the solar PV industry will be 
mainly concentrated in the marketing, sales and after-sales services sub-
segments; manufacturing, design, testing and assembly activities, will be 
outsourced and move offshore. 
 
In all three scenarios presented above, subject to demand-side incentives, supply-
side constraints, policy settings and different technology platform developments, 
the Victorian solar PV industry will:  
  Grow to between 5-11% of total peak capacity, stabilising around 2013 
(when the 100 MW ceiling for residential FiTs is reached). 
  Be driven mainly by the residential sector, and  have a steady-state 
economic value of between A$700-1,500 million (2020 nominal terms) 
per annum. 
  Achieve grid parity at Retail tariff level (and hence, non-subsidised 
sustainability) from around 2015.  Kenneth Kong     
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  Continue to have c-Si platforms as the dominant design for residential 
solar PV; however, their share will certainly be eroded by TF platforms 
(with the most likely option being CdTe-based PV systems) before 2020.  
  Possibly feature solar PV utilities in the medium term, given current 
Federal and State government policy settings. 
 
The Base Case for industry growth and value migration is shown below: 
Figure 38 
 
Source: Author’s scenario modelling. 
 
  As the trends above indicate, once industry sales volumes stabilise around 
2013, industry value (assuming current foreign exchange rates) will 
migrate from the manufacturing to retail/installer parts of the value chain.  
  Some value will be captured by end-consumers as local competition 
intensifies in a stabilising industry from 2013 onwards. 
  Areas of competitive advantage for Australian firms will remain in the 
downstream parts of the value chain, i.e. distribution,  retailing  and 
installation services.  
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  Pockets of solar PV R&D will continue aided by government funding, but 
large-scale manufacturing (especially of PV cells) will likely not 
materialise in Australia in the long term. 
 
7.3  Other views – We are not short of vision, but lack implementation 
 
The Business Council for Sustainable Energy presented a vision called ‘Sunrise – 
Driving Australia’s PV Industry Forward’.
214
 
 This strategy paper articulated that 
the roadmap for success would require: 
Industry actions:
 
  Drive system costs downwards; continue to improve 
quality, reliability and performance in standards, training and 
accreditation, and overall systems; expand and develop market 
applications; and invest in capacity building.  
Government actions:
 
 Market stimulation; removal of regulatory barriers; 
stimulating industry capacity and capability. A  ‘150,000 rooftop’ 
programme for the grid-connected market; a diesel-replacement program 
for off-grid systems; and developing export initiatives.  
BP Solar had flagged the shrinking share (at that time only 2%) of Australian 
manufacturing in the global PV market.
215
  500 MW of solar PV capacity by 2010. 
 The vision included:  
  Industry sales of A$ 1 billion (nominal terms) per annum, supported by a 
10,000 strong workforce.  
  Avoiding 2.5 million cumulative tonnes of CO2 emissions (2002-2010).  
                                                 
214 Australian Business Council for Sustainable Energy, Sunrise – Driving Australia’s PV Industry 
Forward, 3 August 2004, pp.3-4.  
215 BP Solar Pty Ltd, Creating Markets for solar PV, Press Release, Feb 2002.  Kenneth Kong     
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BP Solar predicted that without these outcomes, Australia would be importing 
solar PV technology and products, rather than producing via a viable domestic 
manufacturing industry. Indeed, BP had foretold its own fate as it relocated its 
manufacturing plants for cells and modules offshore in 2009.
216
7.4  Limitations of the research and areas for further exploration 
  
  
 
The research undertaken focused on the emerging structure of the solar PV 
industry, and in particular, that of Victoria. Some of its limitations include: 
  The assumption that the 100MW residential FiTs ceiling is maintained – 
this is a political decision, not an economic or technological one. This may 
change in future election cycles.  
  The economic value of the solar PV industry focused on the residential 
sector, and specifically excludes mining,  R&D activity and consulting 
services (environmental and engineering). Hence, the value share shown 
may be more representative of Victoria than other Australian markets. 
  Value chain analysis focused on manufacturing and accredited installers. 
There are other important components, including ‘Balance of System’ and 
systems control units that could be limiting factors in the supply chain.  
  Significant R&D efforts are ongoing at various universities/institutes. 
Major breakthroughs may lead to disruptive innovation in the industry. 
 
Recommended areas for further investigation: 
                                                 
216 BP Australia sustainability update, website viewed 12 December 2010, www.bp.com.au. Joe 
Carroll, BP’s solar retreat signals exodus of US renewable energy jobs, Business Week, 19 March 
2010, pp.12-13. Kenneth Kong     
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  Technical impact and risks of increased solar PV penetration on the grid.  
  Transfer of economic value between households (post-sale/installation of 
solar PV units) and electricity generators/retailers in other states.  
  More detailed analysis of other parts of the solar PV value chain, e.g. 
mining of silica, production of silicon, wafer fabrication, and potential 
export markets for Australian firms. 
  Economic/industry impact of inconsistent FiTs across Australia. 
   Kenneth Kong     
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8 
 
The solar PV industry in Australia, including Victoria, has grown rapidly over the 
last three years. However, expansion has been highly segment-specific.  
 
The Five Forces analysis suggests that Government policy has so far focused 
mainly on stimulating demand (buyer-side factors) and has largely neglected the 
supply side of the economic equation. Other competitive forces have resulted in a 
solar PV industry that is highly skewed towards the assembly-installation-sales 
parts of the value chain. This is also where local Australian firms will most likely 
be able to sustain a competitive advantage. 
 
With ever declining manufacturing factor inputs and greater reliance on imported 
products, the Victorian (and most probably the Australian) solar PV market will 
be a product price-taker at international level, and therefore be highly vulnerable 
to foreign currency movements which translate to local retail price volatility.  
 
Pricing data and margin analysis suggests that installers have retained much of the 
gains from reduced component costs, but future industry profitability will most 
likely be competed down as more players enter the industry. The high installation 
and sales margins enjoyed by local firms probably cannot be sustained once an 
industry sales plateau of around A$ 700 million per annum is reached. 
 
Conclusion  
Local industry will also surrender design leadership to overseas companies with a 
large-scale production base, and therefore the power to determine dominant Kenneth Kong     
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designs. Imported crystalline silicon platforms will likely dominate the technical 
landscape, but thin film-based technologies, particularly CdTe-derived systems, 
will make inroads in the coming years.  
 
Global solar PV installations were 15.2GW peak at end 2008. With a typical 
capacity factor of around 20%, the average world output would be around 3.0GW 
or approximately 0.15% of global demand.
217
Countries such as Germany have already begun winding back their FiT levels 
after reaching sufficient scale  (albeit at a significant subsidy burden  to the 
government), whilst concurrently realising the benefits of cleaner energy and a 
vibrant local solar PV  industry.  Valuable lessons could be learned from the 
 By comparison, modelling shows 
that Victoria’s solar PV penetration by 2020 could be between 5-11% of peak 
demand (approximately 1-2% given a 20% capacity factor), still well short of the 
20% RET but still above the global penetration average. This implies that Victoria 
will need to rely on other RE options (e.g. wind farms) to meet its 20% RET.  
 
However, this scenario is predicated upon the 100MW ceiling for residential FiTs. 
If the Victorian government lifted this ceiling (in effect an industry quota), market 
forces may well drive the solar PV  industry faster towards grid parity and a 
competitive LCOE, thereby alleviating the need for the generous residential FiTs 
that are in place today. Incentives for commercial-scale FiTs should also be 
considered as commercial energy consumption patterns are more aligned with 
solar PV power generation during daylight hours.  
 
                                                 
217 EIA Total electric power consumption, loc. cit.  Kenneth Kong     
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German experience on supply-side levers (cell and module manufacturing) as well 
as demand-side drivers (FiTs). 
 
The results of solar PV industry analysis and projections for growth are indicative 
only, and highly dependent on a number of scenarios as postulated in Section 7.3 
above. A national, consistent FiT for PV (and other distributed generation) on top 
of the current RET would help streamline policy settings and simplify investment 
decision-making. Sufficient supply-side incentives will also be needed in the long 
run for Australian firms to have any chance of a sustainable manufacturing and 
exports segment. 
   Kenneth Kong     
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10 
10.1  Industry structure 
Appendices 
 
10.1.1 Appendix 1: Australian feed-in tariffs & definitions 
 
  A feed-in tariff (FiT) is a tariff rate paid for electricity fed back into the electricity grid from a 
designated renewable energy source. In many countries, the FiT is paid at a premium rate.  
  Gross metering FiT: Gross metering pays a premium rate for ALL the electricity produced. 
  Net metering FiT: Net metering pays a premium rate ONLY for the excess energy exported 
into the grid. It is not possible to estimate to the system’s payback period as the excess 
depends on the consumer’s energy use pattern. Net metering is most probably less lucrative as 
energy is consumed at the same time it is produced, hence the ‘net’ effect is exporting of 
much less (if any) little energy to the grid. 
  Approximately 40 countries  have FiT schemes. Australia has different FiTs which are 
determined at State level. As at 20 Feb 2010, these were:  
 
State  Current status  Max Size  Rate Paid 
Program 
Duration 
VIC 
Model 
Commenced Nov 
2009 
5 kW  60c (credit/cash)  15 years  Net 
SA 
Commenced Jul 
2008 
10 kW    44c+  20 years  Net 
ACT 
Commenced Mar 
2009 
Under 10 kW – 
premium  
Over 10kW - 80% of 
premium rate;  
Over 30 kW - tbc 
50.05c / kWh up to 
10kw capacity and 
0.04c / kWh up to 
30 kW capacity 
20 years  Gross 
TAS  Commenced   tbc  20c   tbc   Net 
NT 
Incentive is available 
for 225 rooftop PV 
systems in Alice 
Springs. 
tbc 
 
45.76 c/kWh, 
capped at $5 per 
day, then reverts to 
23.11c per kWh. 
 
tbc 
Net 
 
WA 
To commence July 1 
2010 
tbc  Tbc  tbc  Net 
QLD 
Commenced July 
2008 
10 kW  44c+  20  Net 
NSW 
To commence 
January 
2010 
10 kW  60c / kWh  7 years  Gross 
 
Source: Energy Matters website, viewed 20 Feb 2010.  Kenneth Kong     
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10.1.2 Appendix 2: Online quote for a typical 1.5 kW solar PV  system, 
illustrating cost build-up less solar credit/RECs 
 
 
Source: Energy Matters website – online quotation 22 Feb 2010.  
 Kenneth Kong     
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10.1.3 Appendix 3: Online quote for a typical 1.5 kW solar PV  system, 
illustrating estimated outputs.   
Source: Energy Matters website – online quotation 22 Feb 2010.  Kenneth Kong     
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10.1.4 Appendix 4: Victoria’s solar irradiation and energy payback calculations 
 
The industry rule of thumb is that average power output is equal to 20% of peak power. Each peak 
kW of solar PV output yields energy of 4.8 kWh per day (24 hours x 1 kW x 20% = 4.8 kWh).  
 The table below estimates total cost per kWh of electricity generated by a solar PV system, 
taking into account investment cost, depreciation (20 years) and cost of capital (10%). 
 The column headings denote output in kWh per annum per peak kW. This differs depending 
upon the amount of irradiance a region receives in a given year. The row headings denote the 
total installed cost per peak kW of a solar PV system. 
 
 
Source: Solarbuzz.com, Solar Electricity Global Benchmark Price Indices MARCH 2010 Survey 
Results, website accessed 16 March 2010. ' http://www.solarbuzz.com/solarindices.htm 
 
The following is the author’s analysis, applying data above, foreign exchange rates and assumed 
% increases in Victorian Retail Tariffs. 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
Cost per kWh of Solar PV electricity, given different irradiance levels and cost per kW of installed capacity:
Installed cost  Irradiance Level and Energy Output (kWh per kWp per year) Midpoint Low High
(USD per kW) 2,400        2,200        2,000        1,800        1,600        1,400        1,200        1,000        Retail Tariff Retail Tariff Retail Tariff
1,000               3.8           4.1           4.6           5.1           5.7           6.5           7.6           9.1           19.0           16.0           22.0          
1,400               5.3           5.8           6.4           7.1           8.0           9.1           10.6         12.7         19.0           16.0           22.0          
1,800               6.8           7.5           8.2           9.1           10.3         11.7         13.7         16.4         19.0           16.0           22.0          
2,200               8.4           9.1           10.0         11.1         12.6         14.3         16.7         20.0         19.0           16.0           22.0          
2,600               9.8           10.7         11.8         13.1         14.8         16.9         19.7         23.7         19.0           16.0           22.0          
3,000               11.4         12.4         13.7         15.2         17.1         19.5         22.8         27.3         19.0           16.0           22.0          
3,400               12.9         14.1         15.5         17.2         19.4         22.1         25.8         30.9         19.0           16.0           22.0          
3,800               14.4         15.7         17.3         19.2         21.7         24.7         28.8         34.6         19.0           16.0           22.0          
4,200               15.9         17.4         19.1         21.2         23.9         27.3         31.9         38.2         19.0           16.0           22.0          
4,600               17.5         19.0         20.9         23.3         26.2         29.9         34.9         41.9         19.0           16.0           22.0          
5,000               18.9         20.7         22.8         25.3         28.5         32.5         37.9         45.5         19.0           16.0           22.0          
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10.1.5 Appendix 5: Australian supply chain and major solar PV companies  
 
  Until recently, BP Solar was the major c-Si cell manufacturer in Australia (with a module 
capacity of 10MW/yr). They also produced their own cells from imported wafers (with a 
maximum capacity of 50MW/yr). Recently, they moved manufacturing offshore to lower 
cost locations, e.g. Malaysia.  
Manufacturing & Services: c-Si Cells/Modules/Assembly 
  SilexSolar Pty Ltd launched its cell and module manufacturing plant on 14 April 2010 in 
NSW. It is the only cell manufacturer of commercial scale in Australia. 
 
  Pacific Solar Pty Limited, (module manufacturer, services) Botany, NSW. 
Manufacturing & Services: c-Si Modules/Assembly only 
  Kyocera Solar Pty, Ltd. (manufacturer, wholesale, services), West End, QLD. 
  Green and Gold Energy Pty., Ltd. (module manufacturer, wholesale supplier, exporter of 
sun concentrating photovoltaic systems, meters and measuring equipment, electricity 
industry consulting services), Glynde, SA. 
  Mitsui & Co (Australia) Ltd (importer of Kaneka PV modules), Sydney, NSW.  
  Pvcool (manufacturer of photovoltaic modules, combined heat and power systems, 
cogeneration systems, solar air heating systems), Reservoir, VIC. 
  Solar 2K Pty Ltd (manufacturer, retail sales, wholesale supplier, importer of PV modules, 
DC to AC power inverters, and services in design, installation, construction, 
engineering), Caboolture, QLD. 
  Solenergy Pty.  Ltd.  (manufacturer, importer of solar tracking systems, photovoltaic 
modules), Reservoir, VIC. 
  Sunlight Solar Systems Australia Pty. Ltd. (manufacturer, retail sales, service of PV 
modules, rechargeable batteries, battery charge controllers, packaged power systems, DC 
to AC power inverters), Geelong, VIC. 
  Suntech Australia Pty.  Ltd.  (manufacturer, retail sales, wholesale supplier, exporter, 
importer of photovoltaic modules), Somerville, VIC. 
 
  Solar Systems Pty Ltd manufactured its own concentrator PV systems using imported 
cells, and was in the process of setting up cell manufacture in Victoria. However, the 
company is currently in receivership. 
Concentrator PV, Thin Film and DSCV PV Systems 
  Origin Energy currently manufactures SLIVER cell technology on a pilot scale  at 
Regency Park, SA (Sliver® cell pilot plant). 
 
  DSC: Dyesol Limited,  Queanbeyan, NSW.  Research and manufacturing company,   
supplies materials to the international dye solar cell market and also directly 
commercialises dye solar cell (DSC) technology 
Potential cell manufacturing start-ups:  
 
  Conergy       Bundamba, Qld & Canning Vale, WA 
Systems components: Inverters, batteries, battery charge controllers and inverter/chargers (esp. for 
off-grid system market): 
  M&H Power Systems     Melbourne, VIC 
  PV Solar Energy      Sydney, NSW 
  Selectronics       Mooroolbark, VIC 
  Power Solutions Australia   Mooroolbark, VIC 
  Mono pumps       Melbourne, VIC 
  Latronics       Moffat Beach, QLD 
  Solco         Welshpool, WA Kenneth Kong     
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  Plasmatronics       Melbourne, VIC 
  Swiss-Electric Solar     Glynde, SA 
  Solar Energy Australia     Mt Kuringai, NSW 
  Rainbow Power Company   Nimbin, NSW 
  Century Yuasa Batteries     Carole Park , QLD 
  Redflow Energy      Seventeen Mile Rocks, QLD 
  Exide         Elizabeth, SA 
  Battery Energy Power     Sydney, NSW 
 
  CEC Database and Industry Report 2009 
Sources:  
  www.energysourceguides.com/business  
  Individual website searches for various firms participating in the solar PV supply chain. Kenneth Kong     
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10.1.6 Appendix 6: Victorian power generating capacity (2010) and planned 
increases 
 
Supply (MW)
Operating 
(2010)
Planning 
Approved
Under 
Construction
Non-
Residential Residential
Grand Total 
(2010)
Coal 6,645            6,645          
Gas (Reciprocating) 61                 61               
Gas Turbine 1,336            1,336          
Hydroelectric 570               570             
Wind Farm 377               1,324            534               2,234          
Grand Total (2020) 8,988            1,324            534               10,846        
Demand (MW) 7,592           3,254          
 
 
Source: Wikipedia, List of power stations in Victoria (Australia), webpage viewed 26 February 
2010. Analysis is author’s own calculations and consolidated of data. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_power_stations_in_Victoria_(Australia) 
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10.1.7 Appendix 7: Supply chain constraints – accredited installers 
 
Total Capacity AU Ratio of
NSW/ACT VIC QLD Australia (RHA) Installed (kW) kW/installer
2005 77 48 49 237 1,582                    6.7                
2006 77 43 53 237 1,846                    7.8                
2007 69 41 46 232 4,640                    20.0              
2008 113 79 78 392 12,268                  31.3              
2009 246 286 170 938 56,855                  60.6              
2010 YTD 352 447 328 1526 5,887 NA
Current installation provable: 27,094         kW p.a.
Actual installation (2009) 13,348         kW
Source: Clean Energy Council website Accessed 10 Feb 2010.   
 
Source: Clean Energy Council database (2010) 
 
Theoretical Limits for Victorian Accredited Installers
2 man team per job per day. Each unit requires 2 installers per day. 
Therefore, capacity limit =  447 2 250 55,875                  83,813          
Formula: installers / team x workdays = units p.a. capacity
Weather factor 30% 58,669          
Policy Limit (Total Installed) 100,000        
KW FiT Limit
Actual installed (2009) 13,348        
Capacity (2009) at 447 installers 13,746        
Spare capacity 56,718        
Theoretical Limit 83,813        
Weather factor (30%) 25,144        
Practical capacity p.a. 58,669        
Eligibility Limit 100,000      
  
Source: Author’s analysis 
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10.2  Technology 
 
10.2.1 Appendix 8: Typical solar PV c-Si system costs in Australia 
 
Source:  Australian PV Association, Energy White Paper Consultation Process, Report 25 May 
2009; Dr Muriel Watt, The Highs & Lows of the PV Market in Australia, Presentation at the 
School of PV and RE Engineering, University of NSW, 2008. 
 
10.2.2 Appendix 9: Comparative costs of c-Si and TF platforms 
 
Source: Author’s own analysis of multiple technology platforms and industry studies, reports, 
journals and media articles. 
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10.2.3 Appendix 10: Major solar PV cell, module and system manufacturers (as 
at Dec 2009) 
 
1.  Air Therm  
2.  Aten Solar  
3.  Atersa  
4.  Atlantis  
5.  GE Energy  
6.  BP Solar  
7.  Canrom  
8.  Conergy Corporation 
9.  Duravolt  
10.  Energie Bau, Koln (EBK) 
11.  Eurosolare  
12.  Evergreen Solar 
13.  GPV 
14.  Heliodinamica  
15.  Helios Technology  
16.  IBC Matrix  
17.  ICP Solar  
18.  Isofoton 
19.  Kaneka 
20.  Kurzsolar  
21.  Kyocera Solar  
22.  Mitsubishi Electric  
23.  Mitsubishi Heavy 
24.  MSK Corporation  
25.  PhotoWatt  
26.  Sanyo Solar 
27.  Schott Solar  
28.  Sharp Corporation 
29.  Solara 
30.  Solar-Fabrik  
31.  SolarPort* 
32.  SolarWatt  
33.  Solarwerk  
34.  SolarWorld  
35.  Solmec 
36.  Solon AG  
37.  SunPower 
38.  SunPower, Spain* 
39.  SunSet 
40.  Suntech Power 
41.  Sunware 
42.  Total Energie 
43.  Uni-Solar 
44.  Webasto 
45.  Yingli Solar 
* manufactures modules only 
 Source: www.solarbuzz.com  Kenneth Kong     
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10.3  Valuation 
 
10.3.1 Appendix 11: Industry capacity growth & economic value – scenarios   
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
 
Core assumptions 
 
Scenario 1: Base case 
 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
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Victorian Solar PV Industry Values: 3 Scenarios
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
1 Average size of residential installation to date = 1.13 kW; however, trend is towards 1.5 kW
2 Average size of community installation to date assumed to be around 10 kW.
3 Solar Systems (in receivership) was the only utility scale Solar PV project at 153 MW. 
4 Victorian capacity demand = approx. 8-10 GW peak, residential = 3 GW peak. RET @ 20% = 2-3 GW peak (2020). 
5 Victorian energy demand = 52 TWh, CAGR = 1.1% from 2001-2009. 1.1% p.a.
6 Supply chain constraints: accredited installers at 470+ in March 2010. Monthly capacity =  4,656         
7 Policy constraint: Residential FiT eligible for first 100 MW only. Standard Retail FiT available for systems > 5kW
Assumptions:
1. Growth up to FiT and Supply Chain limits
2. No utlity scale Solar PV generation. 
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Scenario 1: Base Case
Utility (50-200 
MW)
Community (5-10 
kW)
Residential (1-5 
kW)
Cumulative 
Installed
Scenario 1: Base Case 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 20,004        30,006        45,008        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669          
Community (5-10 kW) 190             225             267             317             376             445             528             627             743             881             1,045            
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Installed: 20,193        30,231        45,275        58,985        59,044        59,114        59,197        59,295        59,412        59,550        59,714          
Cumulative Installed 39,295        69,525        114,801      173,786      232,830      291,944      351,141      410,437      469,848      529,399      589,113        
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000    9,099,000    9,199,089    9,300,279    9,402,582    9,506,010    9,610,577    9,716,293    9,823,172    9,931,227    10,040,471    
% Solar PV of Peak 0.4% 0.8% 1.2% 1.9% 2.5% 3.1% 3.7% 4.2% 4.8% 5.3% 5.9%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 250.0          375.1          562.6          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4            
Community (5-10 kW) 2.0             2.4             2.8             3.3             3.9             4.7             5.5             6.6             7.8             9.3             11.0             
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 252.0          377.4          565.4          736.7          737.3          738.0          738.9          739.9          741.2          742.6          744.3            
PV Scenario 1, 10% 7,103          milKenneth Kong     
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Scenario 2: Low penetration case 
 
 
 
Scenario 3: High penetration case 
 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
Assumptions:
1. Growth up to FiT and Supply Chain limits. 
2. Slower growth from strong competition (conventional / alternative RE sources).
2. No utlity scale Solar PV generation. 
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Scenario 2:  Low Solar PV take-up - supply chain constraints and slower penetration
Utility (50-200 MW)
Community (5-10 kW)
Residential (1-5 kW)
Cumulative Installed
Scenario 2: Low 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 16,670        20,837        26,046        32,558        40,698        50,872        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669        58,669          
Community (5-10 kW) 175             191             209             228             250             273             298             326             356             389             426              
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Installed: 16,845        21,028        26,255        32,786        40,947        51,145        58,967        58,995        59,025        59,058        59,094          
Cumulative Installed 16,845        37,873        64,128        96,915        137,862      189,007      247,974      306,969      365,994      425,052      484,146        
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000    9,099,000    9,199,089    9,300,279    9,402,582    9,506,010    9,610,577    9,716,293    9,823,172    9,931,227    10,040,471    
% Solar PV of Peak 0.2% 0.4% 0.7% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.6% 3.2% 3.7% 4.3% 4.8%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 208.4          260.5          325.6          407.0          508.7          635.9          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4          733.4            
Community (5-10 kW) 1.8             2.0             2.2             2.4             2.6             2.9             3.1             3.4             3.7             4.1             4.5               
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 210.2          262.5          327.8          409.4          511.3          638.8          736.5          736.8          737.1          737.4          737.8            
PV Scenario 2, 10% 6,036          mil
Assumptions:
1. Residential FiT ceiling removed. Supply chain capacity doubled from 2010-2020. 
2. Strong competitive reaction from conventional and alternative RE sources, but imports competitive for c-Si and TF platforms.
3. Utility scale generation becomes competitive, and 3 large scale Solar PV solar farm (150 MW+) built in northern Victoria 
regional centres, where irradiance is highest and land cost lowest (Mildura, Wodonga-Wangaratta, Echuca-Shepparton).
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Scenario 3:  Unconstrained Solar PV Growth, including utility scale generators
Utility (50-200 MW)
Community (5-10 kW)
Residential (1-5 kW)
Cumulative Installed
Scenario 3: High 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 20,004        24,004        28,805        34,566        41,480        49,776        59,731        71,677        86,012        103,215      117,338        
Community (5-10 kW) 190             225             267             317             376             445             528             627             743             881             1,045            
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             154,000      -             -             154,000      -             -             154,000      -             -               
Total Installed: 20,193        24,230        183,072      34,883        41,855        204,221      60,259        72,303        240,755      104,096      118,383        
Cumulative Installed 20,193        44,423        227,495      262,378      304,233      508,454      568,713      641,017      881,772      985,868      1,104,251     
Demand (kW Peak) 9,000,000    9,099,000    9,199,089    9,300,279    9,402,582    9,506,010    9,610,577    9,716,293    9,823,172    9,931,227    10,040,471    
% Solar PV of Peak 0.2% 0.5% 2.5% 2.8% 3.2% 5.3% 5.9% 6.6% 9.0% 9.9% 11.0%
Industry Value (A$ mil) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Residential (1-5 kW) 250.0          300.1          360.1          432.1          518.5          622.2          746.6          896.0          1,075.2       1,290.2       1,466.7         
Community (5-10 kW) 2.0             2.4             2.8             3.3             3.9             4.7             5.5             6.6             7.8             9.3             11.0             
Utility (50-200 MW) -             -             420             -             -             420             -             -             420             -             -               
Total Value (A$ mil) 252.0          302.4          782.9          435.4          522.4          1,046.9       752.2          902.5          1,503.0       1,299.4       1,477.7         
PV Scenario 3, 10% 9,261          milKenneth Kong     
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10.3.2 Appendix 12: Relative energy costs   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
Relative Energy Cost:
Discount Rate 5% 10% Low High
a Geothermal 4.34           7.54          
b Black Coal (ex-CCS) 5.93           7.40          
c Black Coal (plus CCS) 6.22           9.06          
d Brown Coal (ex-CCS) 6.53           9.45          
e Brown Coal (plus CCS) 6.79           8.41          
f Gas 7.37           8.39          
g Wind 8.45           12.52        
h Wave 18.89         26.58        
i Tidal 31.49         38.23        
j Solar PV (Centralised) 20.00       30.00      
k Solar PV (Distributed) 25.00       35.00      
l Victorian Retail Tariffs 17.00       21.00      
Source (a-i): The Age, 'Nuclear not the cheapest path for Australia: OECD', 27 March 2010. 
Source (j-k): Watt, Energy White Paper Consultation Process, pp4-5.
Australian Relative Generation Costs: OECD, IEA assuming USD30 per tonne of CO2 A$1.00 =  0.91
A$ cents per KWh @ A$ cents per kWh
Base 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Victorian Retail Tariffs (Current) 19.0           19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0      19.0     
Victorian Retail Tariffs (+2.5% p.a.) 19.0           19.5      20.0      20.5      21.0      21.5      22.0      22.6      23.1      23.7      24.3     
Victorian Retail Tariffs (+5% p.a.) 19.0           20.0      20.9      22.0      23.1      24.2      25.5      26.7      28.1      29.5      30.9     
Solar PV (LCOE Current Distributed) 30.0           30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0      30.0     
Solar PV (LCOE Distributed - 2.5% p.a. 30.0           29.3      28.5      27.8      27.1      26.4      25.8      25.1      24.5      23.9      23.3     
Solar PV (LCOE Distributed - 5% p.a.) 30.0           28.5      27.1      25.7      24.4      23.2      22.1      21.0      19.9      18.9      18.0     
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10.4  Synthesis 
 
10.4.1 Appendix 13: US solar PV industry diagram 
 
Source: Kevin DeGroat et al, Systems Analysis and Recommendations for R&D and Accelerated 
Deployment of Solar Energy, Antares Group Incorporated, paper undated. p4. 
 
Senge Diagram of a Systems-focused U.S. Solar Industry. Acronyms as follows: 
  SEIA: Solar Energy Industries Association.  
  SEPA: Solar Electric Power Association.  
  SEMI: Semiconductor Materials International.  
  ASES: American Solar Energy Society.  
  SEG: Solar Energy Grid Integration Systems.  
  GAO: the Government Accountability Office.  
  CRS: Congressional Research Service.  
  DOE: Department of Energy. 
 
 
 Kenneth Kong     
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10.4.2 Appendix 14: Victorian Senge Diagram 
 
 
 
Source: Author’s synthesis for Senge Diagram for the Victorian solar PV industry. 
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10.4.3 Appendix 15: Value migration scenarios 
 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
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Solar PV Industry Value Migration: Scenario 1
Potential Value Loss From 
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GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC)
Installers
Dealers (Retail)
Distribution
Manufacturing / Assembly
Product Cost (Cells and Modules)
Scenario 1: Base Case A$ mil 252         377         565         737         737         738         739         740         741         743         744        
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) 42% 105         149         213         263         250         238         226         215         205         195         186        
Manufacturing / Assembly 9% 24           35           50           64           62           60           58           57           55           53           52          
Distribution 9% 24           36           54           70           70           70           70           70           70           70           71          
Dealers (Retail) 15% 38           59           91           122         126         130         134         138         142         147         152        
Installers 19% 48           74           114         153         157         162         167         172         178         184         190        
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 5% 13           20           30           39           39           39           39           39           39           39           39          
Potential Value Loss From Competition 100% -          5            14           27           33           39           44           48           52           54           56          
Adjustment factors: Migration % 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) -5% 42% 40% 38% 36% 34% 32% 31% 29% 28% 26% 25%
Manufacturing / Assembly -3% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 8% 8% 7% 7% 7%
Distribution 0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%
Dealers (Retail) 3% 15% 16% 16% 17% 17% 18% 18% 19% 19% 20% 20%
Installers 3% 19% 20% 20% 21% 21% 22% 23% 23% 24% 25% 25%
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Net impact -2% 100% 99% 97% 96% 95% 95% 94% 93% 93% 93% 93%
Potential Value Loss From Competition 1% 3% 4% 5% 5% 6% 7% 7% 7% 7%
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Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
 
 
 
Source: Author’s analysis and modelling 
Scenario 2: Low Case A$ mil 210         262         328         409         511         639         736         737         737         737         738        
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) 42% 88           104         123         146         174         206         226         214         204         194         184        
Manufacturing / Assembly 9% 20           24           29           35           43           52           58           56           55           53           52          
Distribution 9% 20           25           31           39           48           61           70           70           70           70           70          
Dealers (Retail) 15% 32           39           47           57           69           83           93           90           88           85           82          
Installers 19% 40           48           58           71           86           104         116         113         109         106         103        
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 5% 11           14           17           22           27           34           39           39           39           39           39          
Potential Value Loss From Competition 100% -          9            22           40           65           100         135         154         173         191         208        
Adjustment factors: Migration % 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) -5% 42% 40% 38% 36% 34% 32% 31% 29% 28% 26% 25%
Manufacturing / Assembly -3% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 8% 8% 7% 7% 7%
Distribution 0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%
Dealers (Retail) -3% 15% 15% 14% 14% 13% 13% 13% 12% 12% 12% 11%
Installers -3% 19% 18% 18% 17% 17% 16% 16% 15% 15% 14% 14%
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Net impact -14% 100% 97% 93% 90% 87% 84% 82% 79% 77% 74% 72%
Potential Value Loss From Competition 3% 7% 10% 13% 16% 18% 21% 23% 26% 28%
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Solar PV Industry Value Migration: Scenario 3
Potential Value Loss From 
Competition
GST on Net System Cost (ex-
REC)
Installers
Dealers (Retail)
Distribution
Manufacturing / Assembly
Product Cost (Cells and 
Modules)
Scenario 3: High Case A$ mil 252         302         783         435         522         1,047      752         903         1,503      1,299      1,478     
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) 42% 105         120         294         156         177         338         230         263         416         341         369        
Manufacturing / Assembly 9% 24           28           71           39           46           90           63           74           121         103         114        
Distribution 9% 24           29           74           41           49           99           71           85           142         123         140        
Dealers (Retail) 15% 38           47           123         70           86           175         128         157         267         235         273        
Installers 19% 48           60           164         95           120         253         191         241         421         382         456        
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 5% 13           16           41           23           28           55           40           48           79           69           78          
Potential Value Loss From Competition 100% -          3            15           11           16           37           28           35           57           47           48          
Adjustment factors: Migration % 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Product Cost (Cells and Modules) -5% 42% 40% 38% 36% 34% 32% 31% 29% 28% 26% 25%
Manufacturing / Assembly -2% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 8% 8% 8% 8% 8%
Distribution 0% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%
Dealers (Retail) 2% 15% 15% 16% 16% 16% 17% 17% 17% 18% 18% 18%
Installers 5% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 27% 28% 29% 31%
GST on Net System Cost (ex-REC) 0% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%
Net impact 0% 100% 99% 98% 97% 97% 96% 96% 96% 96% 96% 97%
Potential Value Loss From Competition 1% 2% 3% 3% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 3%